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ROBOTIC SORTATION SYSTEM

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023158680A1
Solicitantes INTELLIGRATED HEADQUARTERS LLC [US] 
Resumen Methods, apparatus, computing devices, computing entities,

and/or the like associated with a robotic sortation system are
provided. An example method may include receiving imaging
data associated with a first item at a first sorting location of a
material handling system, determining a sorting destination for
the first item based at least in part on the imaging data,
determining a plurality of first-tier robotic devices and a plurality
of second-tier robotic devices based at least in part on the first
sorting location and the sorting destination, and generating a
first sortation scheme for the first item.

ITEM-CUSTOMER MATCHING METHOD AND DEVICE BASED ON VISION AND GRAVITY SENSING

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023160740A1
Solicitantes YI TUNNEL BEIJING TECH CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen The present invention discloses an item-customer matching

method and device based on vision and gravity sensing, and
belongs to the technical field of computer. The method
comprises acquiring the identity information of a customer and
tracking the customer in real time in the shopping place,
wherein shelves for carrying items are arranged; acquiring the
shelf position of the shelf where the loading weight changes; identifying the items that cause changes in the loading
weight of the shelf to obtain the item identification result; determining the identity information of the purchaser
according to the shelf position, the hand position of the customer, and the action behavior of the customer, wherein
the purchaser is a customer matching the item identification result. The device includes a customer tracking module,
a shelf position acquiring module, an item identification result acquiring module, and a matching module. The present
invention realizes the accurate matching between the item identification result and the customer by the
above-mentioned technical solution, which is beneficial to the completion of the settlement work of the unmanned
convenience store, and can also improve the accuracy of the item identification.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023158680A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023160740A1
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IMAGE ACQUISITION FOR MEDICAL DOSE PREPARATION SYSTEM

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023162832A1
Solicitantes BAXTER CORP ENGLEWOOD [US] 
Resumen Use of improved image acquisition for a medical dose

preparation system. The medical dose preparation system may
include a work station for capturing medical dose preparation
images (e.g., to document preparation of a mediation dose).
The medical dose preparation image may be captured by a
video data stream processor capable of performing an auto
cropping technique on a video data stream received from an
image device.

PREDICTIVE INVENTORY MANAGEMENT

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023162170A1
Solicitantes LYFT INC [US] 
Resumen In one embodiment, a method includes receiving a request from

a user computing device associated with a user for one or more
items from an in-vehicle vending apparatus during a ride. The
method also includes sending information associated with the
user to start a vending session using the in-vehicle vending
apparatus. The method also includes receiving an indication
that the user associated with the user computer device
accessed the in-vehicle vending apparatus. The method also
includes determining that the user associated with the user
computing device is the only user associated with the ride,
determining that the user associated with the user computing
device is one of a plurality of users associated with the ride, or
determining that the user associated with the user computing
device is associated with the in-vehicle vending apparatus.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023162832A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023162170A1
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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR THIRD PARTY WAREHOUSE INTEGRATION

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023162151A1
Solicitantes CAASTLE INC [US] 
Resumen A method for communicating between an internal server system

and an external warehouse system for a plurality of articles, the
method including receiving an Inventory Snapshot Entity from
the external warehouse system, selecting the one or more
unique article identifiers from the Inventory Snapshot Entity to
be included in an Order Entity, dropping the Order Entity to the
external warehouse system, receiving a Return Entity from the
external warehouse system, and in response to receiving the
Return Entity, updating one or more article databases to
indicate receiving one or more articles corresponding to the one
or more unique article identifiers.

INVENTORY POSSESION SYSTEM AND METHOD

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023162147A1
Solicitantes IVES MILTON EDWARD [US] 

RAMPONE JOSEPH [US] 
Resumen In some aspects, an apparatus may include one or more processors configured to identify at least one of a holding

company, a manufacturing company and a customer; identify the steps of an inventory management cycle including
any of a raw material procurement, a raw material inventory, a work in process inventory, a finished goods inventory,
a shipping inventory and accounts payable and provide an inventory possession model configured to allocate
ownership of the raw material procurement, the raw material inventory, the work in process inventory, the finished
goods inventory, the shipping inventory and the accounts payable amongst any of the holding company, a
manufacturing company and a customer and allocate physical possession of the raw material procurement, the raw
material inventory, the work in process inventory, the finished goods inventory, the shipping inventory and the
accounts payable amongst any of the holding company, a manufacturing company and a customer.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023162151A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023162147A1
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INTERACTIVE NETWORK AND METHOD FOR SECURING CONVEYANCE SERVICES

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023162108A1
Solicitantes TELEPORT MOBILITY INC [US] 
Resumen The inventive platform and method enhance the efficiency of

systems in the interactive conveyance industry for goods and
services by providing for the filtering, selection and securing of
conveyance services in accordance with one or more of client
and representative preferences in substantially real time.

INFERRING A LOCATION OF AN ITEM WITHIN A WAREHOUSE FROM A TAXONOMY OF ITEMS OFFERED BY THE
WAREHOUSE AND LOCATIONS OF OTHER ITEMS WITHIN THE WAREHOUSE

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023162141A1
Solicitantes MAPLEBEAR INC DBA INSTACART [US] 
Resumen An online concierge system receives information from a warehouse including locations of items within the warehouse.

When a shopper selects an order for fulfillment from the warehouse, the online concierge system sorts the items for
the shopper to minimize the time spent in the warehouse using the received information. When the online concierge
system does not receive a location of an item within the warehouse, the online concierge system obtains a taxonomy
for the warehouse including multiple levels, with each level having a different level of specificity. The online concierge
system determines a higher level in the taxonomy for the item and identifies other items offered by the warehouse
having the determined category. The online concierge system infers a location of the item within the warehouse used
for sorting items of the order from locations of the other items within the warehouse and times when shoppers
retrieved the other items.

FORECAST ENGINE FOR FLEET MANAGEMENT

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023162140A1
Solicitantes EQUIPX LLC [US] 
Resumen A forecast engine provides forecast for replacement of equipment in a fleet, particularly beneficial for medical

equipment. A database stores parameter data of various medical equipment belonging to the organization. An
appraisal module uses the parameter data to generate an appraised value of each of the medical equipment for each
year in a forecast period. Upon selection by a user of a specific modality, the forecast engine provides suggestions for
equipment replacement annually according to utilization and budget constraints. The entire system may reside in the
cloud.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023162108A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023162141A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023162140A1
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INTERACTIVE NETWORK AND METHOD FOR SECURING CONVEYANCE SERVICES

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023162109A1
Solicitantes TELEPORT MOBILITY INC [US] 
Resumen The inventive platform and method enhance the efficiency of

systems in the interactive conveyance industry for goods and
services by providing for the filtering, selection and securing of
conveyance services in accordance with one or more of client
and representative preferences in substantially real time.

INTERACTIVE NETWORK AND METHOD FOR SECURING CONVEYANCE SERVICES

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023162107A1
Solicitantes TELEPORT MOBILITY INC [US] 
Resumen The inventive platform and method enhance the efficiency of

systems in the interactive conveyance industry for goods and
services by providing for the filtering, selection and securing of
conveyance services in accordance with one or more of client
and representative preferences in substantially real time.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023162109A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023162107A1
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INTERACTIVE NETWORK AND METHOD FOR SECURING CONVEYANCE SERVICES

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023162106A1
Solicitantes TELEPORT MOBILITY INC [US] 
Resumen The inventive platform and method enhance the efficiency of

systems in the interactive conveyance industry for goods and
services by providing for the filtering, selection and securing of
conveyance services in accordance with one or more of client
and representative preferences in substantially real time.

MONITORING OF PRODUCTS

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023162149A1
Solicitantes BAYER BUSINESS SERVICES GMBH [DE] 
Resumen The invention relates to the monitoring of products by means of

active radio tags. According to the invention, packagings of
products are provided with an active radio tag that detects at
least one environmental condition and/or at least one
packaging state, and which emits a signal at time intervals,
which provides information about a unique identifier and at least
one state in which the respective product is found. The signal is
picked up by a receiver that extracts the unique identifier and
the state information and transmits same together with location
information to an external server.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023162106A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023162149A1
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EX-WAREHOUSE CONTROL METHOD, DEVICE AND SYSTEM

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023162145A1
Solicitantes BEIJING JINGDONG ZHENSHI INFORMATION TECH CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen An ex-warehousing control method, apparatus and system are

provided. The method includes: receiving an ex-warehousing
request, wherein the ex-warehousing request includes a vendor
identification, an order amount, and a platform identification;
acquiring vendor information according to the vendor
identification, wherein the vendor information includes a starting
value of inventory supervision, and a total inventory; in a case
that a difference between the total inventory and the order
amount is less than the starting value of inventory supervision,
determining whether the platform identification is an unlimited
platform identification; in a case that the platform identification
is the unlimited platform identification, sending a pre-generated
contract code to a wallet server to check a validity of the
contract code; and in response to receiving a validity
confirmation message sent by the wallet server, performing
automatic repayment according to the order amount and
sending an ex-warehousing instruction to the inventory server.

METHODS, APPARATUSES AND COMPUTER PROGRAM PRODUCTS FOR IDENTIFYING DUPLICATE TRAVEL

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023162136A1
Solicitantes UNITED PARCEL SERVICE OF AMERICA INC [US] 
Resumen An apparatus is provided for detecting duplicate travel. The apparatus may include at least one memory and at least

one processor configured to detect a travel path of a vehicle based in part on received items of location data. The
processor is also configured to determine whether the travel path is associated with a defined street segment
including a plurality of location points corresponding to a street. The processor is further configured to determine
whether the vehicle travels the street multiple times in a predefined time period. The processor is further configured to
superimpose visible indicia on the defined street segment in response to detecting that the vehicle traveled the street
multiple times during the predefined time period. Corresponding computer program products and methods are also
provided.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023162145A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023162136A1
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SHIPPING CARTON OPTIMIZATION SYSTEM AND METHOD

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023162127A1
Solicitantes EXEL INC D/B/A DHL SUPPLY CHAIN USA [US] 
Resumen Described herein are exemplary systems and methods for the

optimization of shipping cartons relative to the contents of
orders to be placed therein. An exemplary carton optimization
method evaluates a sample size of orders received at a given
location and then determines an optimal carton set that
includes at least one feasible carton for each order, while also
minimizing shipping costs based on dimensional
weighing-based pricing by reducing the dimensional weight,
thereby minimizing void space and increasing the carton space
utilization percentage. An exemplary carton optimization
method may be further customized to optimize a carton set for
an order, based on the cartons already available at a given
warehouse or other site. As a result, cartons are utilized and
designed more efficiently at the site.

Internet of Things Fleet Inventory Item Linking/Unlinking

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023162143A1
Solicitantes ORACLE INT CORPORATION [US] 
Resumen Embodiments monitor one or more inventory items corresponding to a vehicle. Embodiments generate a trip plan

including, for the vehicle, a start location, an end location, and one or more stops, and for each of the inventory items,
a pickup location and a drop off location corresponding to the one or more stops. Embodiments, for each of the
inventory items, detect that the vehicle has entered the pickup location based on the trip plan and in response
automatically link a sensor to the inventory item. Embodiments, for each of the inventory items, detect that the vehicle
has entered the pickup location based on the trip plan and in response automatically unlink the sensor from the
inventory item.

SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR INVENTORY ESTIMATION

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023162139A1
Solicitantes COUPANG CORP [KR] 
Resumen Systems and methods, and computer readable media for target inventory estimation of a geographical region are

disclosed. The method receives an item identifier associated with an item for target inventory estimation. The method
may access the demand share estimate of the item in the geographical region and the mean and variance estimates
of the demand share estimate in the geographical region. The method may then access overall demand forecast data
for the item and calculate the mean and variance estimates of the demand forecast. The method may use the
generated mean and variance estimates and demand share estimate of the geographical region to determine the
target inventory estimation of the region.

METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR GENERATING ACCURATE SHIPPING COSTS ACROSS CARRIERS

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023162134A1
Solicitantes TARGET BRANDS INC [US] 
Resumen Methods and systems for estimating shipping costs with at least one vendor are provided, including methods and

systems for determining shipping rates with high accuracy and scalability, for any shipment of certain characteristics
and service levels. Methods and systems include a database containing information on contracted shipping rates,
zone mappings, and accessorial charges with at least one vendor. When this information used in conjunction with
information about a package's shipping origin, shipping destination, dimensions, weight, and eligible service levels to
estimate the shipping cost of a package for at least one vendor.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023162127A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023162143A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023162139A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023162134A1
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INVENTORY SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR MEASURING THE CONTENTS OF FULL AND PARTIALLY-FILLED ALCOHOL
BEVERAGE CONTAINERS

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023162144A1
Solicitantes SBS TECH LLC [US] 
Resumen A system and method for accurately measuring the volume of

full or partially-filled containers via UPC-A standard barcode
and weight. After initial connection to the wireless Internet, no
input is required by the user. Bottles are placed on a load cell
with the barcode label rotated to face an omni-directional
barcode reader. The load cell ensures objective and
reproducible inventory counts, and the barcode ensures
accuracy and speed. The apparatus automatically shuts off
after a period of idleness to preserve battery life.

SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR PROVIDING INSIGHT REGARDING RETAIL STORE PERFORMANCE AND STORE LAYOUT

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023162122A1
Solicitantes HOUMINER ARYE [IL] 
Resumen A system and method for providing insights regarding retail store performance and/or store layout are described

herein. One or more cameras in a store capture and transmit data associated with product inventory, equipment
inventory, patrons, and employees in the store to a computing device. The computing device queries a repository to
determine identifiable information associated with each of the product inventory, the equipment inventory, the patrons,
and the employees. The data is combined with the identifiable information to form a data set. An artificial intelligence
(AI) algorithm is applied to the data set to determine a conclusion regarding a performance and/or layout of the store.
The data, the data set, and the conclusion are stored the repository. A representation of the conclusion is generated
and presented via a graphical user interface (GUI) of the computing device to a user. The representation is a
store-specific planogram.

METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR PRODUCT SOURCING

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023162142A1
Solicitantes INFOSYS LTD [IN] 
Resumen Disclosed is a method and system for optimal product sourcing. For each combination of the products requested in an

order, and for each fulfilling location, the value of multiple parameters is calculated. Ranking of each parameter is also
used while calculating the values. The calculated values along with the combinations of products and the fulfilling
locations are provided to an optimization engine, and an optimal sourcing option is received as an output.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023162144A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023162122A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023162142A1
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SYSTEMS/METHODS FOR IDENTIFYING PRODUCTS FOR PURCHASE WITHIN AUDIO-VISUAL CONTENT UTILIZING QR
OR OTHER MACHINE-READABLE VISUAL CODES

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023162293A1
Solicitantes HOUSE OF SKYE LTD [US] 
Resumen An automated system/method for identifying and enabling

viewer selection/purchase of products or services associated
with digital content presented on a display device. Products
within the digital content are identified and existing product
placement data is ascertained. For products that do not include
such data, other methodologies, with the assistance of
third-party servers, are employed to assess identity and
purchase availability. Viewer input designate products to
assess or products can be automatically assessed. Viewers
initiate purchase of identified products via the display device or
other electronic devices controlled by viewers, such as via
viewers' smart phones. Various processes for identifying
products include use of AI processing, access to data on
third-party servers, crowd sourcing and other methodologies.
Various techniques for selecting products for purchases are
employed including employing 3D codes (e.g., QR codes)
alongside presented products to enable other portable
electronic devices to facilitate purchase. Other features are
described.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023162293A1
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SYSTEM, METHOD, AND COMPUTER READABLE MEDIUM FOR AUTOMATIC ITEM RANKINGS

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023162266A1
Solicitantes WALMART APOLLO LLC [US] 
Resumen This application relates to apparatus and methods for

automatically determining item relevancy based on textual
information. In some examples, a computing device receives a
search query, and a plurality of items corresponding to the
search query. The computing device may identify one or more
features of the search query. The computing device may
generate relevancy values for each of the items based on the
features of the search query, and features of each of the
plurality of items. For example, the computing device may
generate, for each of the items, a plurality of relevance values,
each relevance value generated based on a feature of the
search query and corresponding features of the item. The
computing device may transmit the generated relevancy values
for the plurality of items. In some examples, the computing
device may rank the plurality of items based on the generated
relevancy values.

METHOD OF MANUFACTURING WINDOW AND WINDOW FOR DISPLAY DEVICE

Nº publicación    25/05/2023US2023161345A1
Solicitantes SAMSUNG DISPLAY CO LTD [KR] 
Resumen A method of manufacturing a window may include cutting a

window having a uniform thickness of about 20 μm to about 100
μm and polishing a cut surface of the window with a polishing
pad having an elastic modulus less than an elastic modulus of
the window while applying slurry to the cut surface of the
window.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023162266A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=US2023161345A1
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Integrated system for electronic bidding management of public orders and recruitment of customer site experienced persons

Nº publicación    11/05/2023KR20230064845A
Solicitantes 주식회사다원아이텍 
Resumen 본 발명은 상술한 종래의 문제점을 해결하기 위해 안출된 것으로서, 공공 입찰에 대한 효율적인 관리 및 낙찰 후 해당

기관에서의 사업 참여 경험이 있는 경력자의 구인을 통한 효과적인 수행에 이르는 통합적인 방법의 제공을 목적으로
하며, 이를 위해 본 발명에 따른 공공 발주 전자입찰관리 및 발주처 경험자 구인 통합 시스템은 국가에서 제공하는
나라장터 등의 각종 전자입찰 서비스로부터 오픈 API 연동을 통해 주기적으로 입찰관련 정보를 수집하여
데이터베이스에 저장하고 자동 입찰정보 수집 및 데이터마트 구축의 역할을 수행하는 전자입찰정보 수집부,
공공기관에 대한 발주계획 제공부, 사전규격 제공부, 입찰공고 제공부, 개찰결과 제공부, 계약현황 제공부 등 입찰 관련
정보들을 사용자에게 제공하는 전자입찰정보 제공부, 맞춤형 사전규격 정보 제공부 및 맞춤형 입찰공고 정보 제공부,
개인정보 관리를 제공하는 사용자정보 관리부, 회사 등 조직 내에서 입찰 관련 정보를 교류하며 함께 전략을 수립할 수
있는 기능을 제공하는 내부협업 관리부, 투찰 가격 도출을 위한 모의 투찰 제공부 및 낙찰가를 기반으로 투찰 가격을
추측하는 투찰가 제공부, 사업에 참여하고자 하는 사람들이 자신이 경험한 사업을 발주�

PREPAID RECHARGE PURCHASING SYSTEM PREPAID RECHARGE PURCHASING METHOD AND PROGRAM STORED IN
RECORDING MEDIUM

Nº publicación    11/05/2023KR20230064746A
Solicitantes 주식회사포스커넥션 
Resumen 본 발명의 일실시예에 따른 선불충전 구매 시스템은, 적어도 하나의 선불결제상품을 판매하는 가맹점에 구비된 가맹점

단말기; 상기 가맹점에서 판매되는 서비스 또는 상품의 구매를 위하여 구매자의 조작에 의해 제1 설정금액을 선불로
결제하는 구매자 단말기; 및 상기 가맹점 단말기 및 상기 구매자 단말기와 통신 네트워크를 통해 연결되고, 상기 구매자
단말기에 의해 선불로 결제된 상기 제1 설정금액에 추가로 제공하는 제2 설정금액 및 제3 설정금액을 더한
선불충전금액을 상기 구매자에 대한 선불충전계좌에 충전하는 서비스 제공 서버를 포함할 수 있다..

Quantity monitoring system

Nº publicación    11/05/2023KR20230064773A
Solicitantes 주식회사에스엠티 
Resumen 본 발명은 스마트 카트 모니터링 시스템에 관한 것으로, 보다 상세하게는 여러 공정을 거치는 공장 시스템에 적용되어

자동으로 수량을 파악 및 점검하는 스마트 카트 모니터링 시스템에 관한 것이다. 본 발명의 스마트 카트 모니터링
시스템은 각 공정을 수행하는 가공 기계에서 가공물이 인출될 때마다 그 수를 카운트 하여 전체 시스템에 정보를
저장하고, 대차에 적재된 가공물의 수를 파악하여 대차에 적재된 가공물 수와 가공 기계에서 인출된 가공물의 수를
비교하여 가공물의 수량을 자동으로 점검할 수 있는 효과가 있다.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=KR20230064845A
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=KR20230064746A
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A SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR SUPPLYING CLOTHES BY PREDICTING THE PROPENSITY TO PURCHASE CLOTHING
BASED ON FASHION DISTRIBUTION DATA

Nº publicación    11/05/2023KR20230065139A
Solicitantes 주브랜디 
Resumen 본 발명은 패션 물류 데이터에 기반하여 의류를 구매하는 성향을

예측하여 의류를 공급하는 시스템 및 방법에 관한 것이다. 이를
위해 본 발명에 따른 의류를 공급하는 시스템은, 기 설치된 의류
판매 어플리케이션을 통해 사용자로부터 선택 및 결제된 의류에
대한 구매 정보를 서버로 전송-상기 구매 정보는 상기 사용자가
상기 의류를 배송 받기를 원하는지 또는 의류 공급 장치를 통해
수령하기를 원하는지에 대한 정보를 포함함-하는 휴대 단말,
상기 의류 공급 장치를 통해 수령하기를 원하는지에 대한 정보가
포함된 경우, 제1 식별자를 포함하는 구매 완료 정보를 상기
휴대 단말로 전송하고, 상기 사용자가 선택한 의류에 관한 제2
식별자를 포함하는 정보를 복수의 의류 공급 장치들 중 적어도
하나의 의류 공급 장치로 전송하는 서버, 및 상기 제1 식별자가
상기 제2 식별자에 대응되는 경우, 상기 사용자가 구매한 의류를
상기 사용자에게 공급하도록 동작하는 상기 의류 공급 장치를
포함할 수 있다.

VIRTUAL STORAGE PLATFORM-BASED MEDICAL DEVICE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM AND METHOD

Nº publicación    11/05/2023KR20230065209A
Solicitantes 가톨릭대학교산학협력단 
Resumen The present invention relates to a virtual storage

platform-based medical device management system and
method, wherein a medical device (medical product) that is not
used by a department or organization is stored in a virtual
storage and storage information thereof is shared such that the
medical device can be provided (transferred) to another
department or organization that requires the medical device,
thereby preventing disuse of a usable medical device and
preventing occurrence of unnecessary consequent costs.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=KR20230065139A
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=KR20230065209A
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Real-time inventory management smart system

Nº publicación    11/05/2023KR20230065097A
Solicitantes 주식회사유피트코리아 
Resumen 본 발명은 상품이 입고되어 재고되거나 재고된 상품이 반출될 때 상품의 파손 유무를 용이하게 확인할 수 있도록 도와

줌과 아울러 무게감지스마트패드의 무게변화 데이터를 통해 상품의 재고 증감(增減) 정도를 실시간적으로 확인할 수
있도록 도와 주어 작업자의 작업 효율을 높일 수 있도록 해 주고, 재고된 상품이 반출되기 전
무게감지스마트패드로부터 이탈한 경우, 이탈한 상품을 무게감지스마트패드로 빠르게 원위치시킬 수 있도록 도와
주는 실시간 재고관리 스마트 시스템에 관한 것으로, 본 발명은 창고에 위치되되, 상품이 입고되어 재고되거나 재고된
상품이 반출될 때 상품의 파손 유무를 확인할 수 있도록 하고, 무게감지스마트패드의 무게변화 데이터를 통해 상품의
재고 증감을 실시간적으로 확인할 수 있도록 하며, 재고된 상품이 반출되기 전 이탈한 경우, 이탈한 상품을 원위치시킬
수 있도록 도와 주는 보관선반수단(3)과; 상기 창고로부터 일정간격을 두고 원격지에 위치되되, 상품의 재고 증감을
실시간적으로 확인하고, 상품의 재고 감소시 소비자의 구매트렌드를 분석하여 상품을 주문하며, 상품의 파손시 주문한
상품의 반품을 요구함과 아울러 작업자단말기로 작업신호를 보내는 관리서버(5) 등을 포함�

HANDLING MACHINE CONTROL METHOD, HANDLING MACHINE CONTROL SYSTEM AND CONTROL HOST

Nº publicación    23/05/2023CN116142722A
Solicitantes 财团法人工业技术研究院 
Resumen A handling machine control method, a ha ndling machine

control system and a con trol host are provided. The method
incl udes: detecting a handling instruction which instructs a
handling of a first o bject; reading handling information of the
first object according to the handl ing instruction; if the handling
inform ation of the first object is read, cont rol, according to the
handling informat ion, a first handling machine to move t o a
first position and perform a first operation to lift up the first
object a t the first position; after the first o bject is lifted up,
control the first h andling machine to move to a second pos ition
and perform a second operation to put down the first object at
the secon d position; and in response to that the first object is
put down at the second position, updating the handling inform
ation of the first object.

一种基于成本分析模型的动态成本管理方法及系统

Nº publicación    23/05/2023CN116151900A
Solicitantes 天津市工业和信息化研究院（天津市节能中心、天津市工业和信息化局教育中心） 
Resumen 本发明提出了一种基于成本分析模型的动态成本管理方法及系统，涉及物流成本分析技术

领域，获取工程操作数据系统中历史操作数据，建立历史操作数据组H，将历史操作数据
组H根据组内的操作类型数据进行分类，得到多个子操作数据组；计算第i个实际成本数
据消耗第j个成本动因的数量占全部n个实际成本数据消耗第j个成本动因数量的比重；
计算比重不同的多个实际成本数据间的相似度，确定最终动因；基于每个类型子操作数据
组的实际成本数据的最终动因对标准成本数据的影响系数分别建立标准成本分析模型；对
最终动因对应的作业成本总额进行判断，若最终动因对应的作业成本总额满足要求，则输 出标准成本分析模型。

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=KR20230065097A
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=CN116142722A
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=CN116151900A
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR DETECTING A NUMBER OF GOODS IN A LOAD CARRIER

Nº publicación    23/05/2023CN116157816A
Solicitantes TGW\u7269\u6D41\u96C6\u56E2\u6709\u9650\u516C\u53F8 
Resumen The invention relates to a system (1) a nd a method for

detecting a number of g oods in a placement region of a load ca
rrier (4) in a warehouse, wherein the l oad carrier (4) is provided
in an analy sis region (3) and wherein an image of the
placement region (8) of the load ca rrier (4) is recorded by
means of an im age recording system (2) and is transmi tted to
a data processing unit, whereup on the image is evaluated
using an algo rithm for object detection in order to identify the
goods arranged in the plac ement region of the load carrier (4)
as objects and to determine the number of goods in the
placement region (8) of t he load carrier (4).

PACKAGE PACKING METHOD AND ELECTRONIC DEVICE

Nº publicación    23/05/2023CN116151710A
Solicitantes 英业达科技有限公司英业达股份有限公司 
Resumen The present disclosure provides a packa ge packing method.

The package packing method includes the following steps. An
order including multiple items is rece ived. The selected boxes
with the same minimum width and minimum height are se
lected from multiple of boxes according to a length and a width
of a main cont ent item. The selection boxes have diff erent
depths. The minimum width and min imum height of the
selection boxes are set as two-dimensional size dimension o f a
reference boxes. Under a condition of the two-dimensional size
of the refe rence box, a minimum depth of the refer ence box
and a packing scheme are calcu lated according to size of each
of the main content item and attached content items, to fit the content items into th e reference box. A target box is
select ed from these selected boxes according to the minimum depth of the reference b ox.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=CN116157816A
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=CN116151710A
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RFID READER CONTROL INTEGRATED WITH SMART GARMENT

Nº publicación    18/05/2023CA3182109A1
Solicitantes DJB GROUP LLC [US] 

WISTRON NEWEB CORP [TW] 
Resumen A portable RFID tag reading system to be carried by an

operator and including a reader with associated processing, the
processing being programmed to record as a set the identity of
all of the RFID tags in the range of the reader when the reader
finds a specific RFID tag and to detect movement of the
operator after the specific RFID tag is found by recognizing a
change in RFID tags seen by the reader from the recorded set.

METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR DETECTING INVENTORY ANOMALIES USING CAMERAS

Nº publicación    17/05/2023CA3170094A1
Solicitantes 6 RIVER SYSTEMS LLC [US] 
Resumen Disclosed are systems and methods for monitoring inventory

within a warehouse using mediate data streams. A server
monitors and manages camera data streams for particular
footage or segments of interest associated with exceptions of
product inventory, such as misplaced or missing products. The
server receives media data from cameras of a warehouse. The
server may receive or detect an exception, which indicates the
nature of the exception, the product, and other information. In
response, the server performs certain actions, including
selecting or identifying target cameras that produced footage of
the product. The server extracts segments of the media from
the selected cameras according to timestamps associated with
the exception. The server then sends the segments to a client
device for review, and stores the segments into a database.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=CA3182109A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=CA3170094A1
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AN INTELLIGENT TRACKING SYSTEM AND METHODS AND SYSTEMS THEREFOR

Nº publicación    19/05/2023WO2023086248A1
Solicitantes X DEV LLC [US] 
Resumen According to some embodiments of the present disclosure, an intelligent tracking system is disclosed. The intelligent

tracking system, includes one or more passive tracking devices, an exciter, and a tracker. Each passive tracking
device includes one or more transceivers and is energized by an electromagnetic frequency. In response to being
energized each passive tracking device transmits a short message. The exciter emits the electromagnetic frequency.
The tracker receives short messages from the one or more passive tracking devices and confirms the presence of the
one or more passive tracking devices in a vicinity of the tracker based on the received messages.

CARGO CONVEYING SYSTEM AND CARGO CONVEYING METHOD

Nº publicación    19/05/2023WO2023082977A1
Solicitantes HAI ROBOTICS CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen The present disclosure relates to the technical field of intelligent

warehousing. Provided are a cargo conveying system and a
cargo conveying method. The cargo conveying system
comprises a closed-loop conveying line, wherein the
closed-loop conveying line comprises a first conveying section
and a second conveying section, which are sequentially
connected end to end, one side of the first conveying section is
provided with at least two groups of cargo inlets and outlets at intervals, and one side of the second conveying
section is provided with at least two sorting conveying lines; the closed-loop conveying line is provided with at least
three first transfer apparatuses, two of the first transfer apparatuses are respectively located at two ends of the first
conveying section; and the remaining first transfer apparatuses are located between any two sorting conveying lines,
the remaining first transfer apparatuses are located between any two groups of cargo inlets and outlets, and the first
transfer apparatuses transfer cargoes on the second conveying section to the first conveying section, or transfer
cargoes on the first conveying section to the second conveying section. The cargo conveying system and the cargo
conveying method of the present disclosure are conducive to improving the cargo conveying efficiency.

INTELLIGENT PARK MANAGEMENT METHOD AND SYSTEM

Nº publicación    19/05/2023WO2023082313A1
Solicitantes SUZHOU LIANJIAN YUANHE INDUSTRIAL PARK MAN CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen An intelligent park management method and system, applied to

a server terminal communicationally connected to multiple card
terminals. The method comprises: configuring a travel strategy
for a user on the basis of visiting information of the user;
obtaining location information of the user in real time,
determining a security level of the user on the basis of
comparative analysis of the location information and the travel
strategy, and when the security level is lower than a set level,
obtaining current image data of the user. The server terminal can call multiple image collectors nearby according to
the location information to obtain image data of different angles of the user. A background manager can monitor the
state of the user according to the collected image data, and thus the problem that the user sneaks into a core area to
steal information can be avoided.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=WO2023086248A1
https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=WO2023082977A1
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A DISPATCH SYSTEM

Nº publicación    17/05/2023JP2023520352A
Solicitantes オカド・イノベーション・リミテッド 
Resumen A fulfilment centre (34) for fulfilling an order of one or more

items, compris ing: i) a series of storage containers (50), each
of the series of storage con tainers (50) for storing one or more
it ems, ii) a grid framework structure for storage of the one or
more storage con tainers (50) in a stack, said grid fram ework
structure comprising a plurality of tracks arranged in a grid
pattern to form a grid structure for one or more load handling
devices to move on the gr id structure and a plurality of vertica l
storage columns (48) configured to su pport the grid structure,
iii) a dispat ch system (10) comprising a plurality o f lockers (12)
mounted to at least one exterior wall (14) of the fulfilment ce
ntre (34), each locker of the plurality of lockers comprising an
interior spac e (28) for storing one or more items, t he interior
space (28) being accessible through a first opening exterior of th e fulfilment centre and a second openin g interior of
the fulfilment centre; iv ) a door mechanism operable to selectiv ely close the first opening(s) of one o r more of the
plurality of lockers exte rior of the fulfilment centre (34) and the second opening(s) of one or more of the plurality of
lockers interior of t he fulfilment centre; and v) a locking mechanism configured to lock and unlock the door
mechanism; a) to prevent acce ss to the interior space (28) of one or more of the plurality of lockers throu gh the
respective first opening but to permit access to the interior space (28 ) of one or more o

COUNTING MACHINE AND METHODS OF COUNTING ITEMS

Nº publicación    18/05/2023JP2023520620A
Solicitantes エイヴェリーデニソンリテールインフォメーションサービシズリミテッドライアビリティカンパニー 
Resumen In some embodiments, a counting machine may include a

counting area configured to count a plurality of items. The cou
nting area may include a fixed pressure plate, a movable
pressure plate, and o ne or more sensors configured to measur
e the distance between the fixed pressu re plate and the
movable pressure plate , and a processor configured to determi
ne the number of items in the counting area by comparing a
sampled thickness v alue to the thickness of the items loca ted
between the fixed pressure plate an d the movable pressure
plate.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=JP2023520352A
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DELIVERY SYSTEM, CONTROL METHOD THEREFOR AND NON-TRANSITORY COMPUTER READABLE MEDIUM STORING
PROGRAM

Nº publicación    18/05/2023JP2023069731A
Solicitantes トヨタ自動車株式会社 
Resumen It is possible to suppress increase in power consumption of a

delivery vehicle within a transportation vehicle. A del ivery
system includes: an autonomously- moving-type delivery
vehicle configured to deliver an article; and a transport ation
vehicle configured to carry and t ransport the delivery vehicle, in
which after the transportation vehicle carry ing the delivery
vehicle travels toward a delivery destination of the article, the
delivery vehicle gets out of the t ransportation vehicle and
delivers the article to the delivery destination. Th e
transportation vehicle includes an un loading mechanism for
letting the deliv ery vehicle get out of the transportati on vehicle
and a control unit configure d to control the unloading
mechanism. T he delivery vehicle receives a control signal for
controlling the unloading me chanism output from the control unit an d gets out of the transportation vehicl e based on
the control signal.

汎用性に優れる認証式制御システム

Nº publicación    18/05/2023JP2023069281A
Solicitantes 株式会社ワイエフテクノ 
Resumen 【課題】制御対象に簡単に組み込むことができ、かつ用途に適するように制御内容のカ

スタマイズ性にも優れる認証式制御システムを提供する。【解決手段】識別情報取得部
１０で取得した識別情報の認証処理を行い、制御対象４０に直接又は間接的に制御信号
を送信可能な制御部２０に、表示部３０で表示される制御対象選択画面において選択ボ
タンの数および配置態様の設定可能な選択画面設定手段２１と、制御対象への制御信号
の送信態様を切り替え可能な制御信号送信切替手段２２と、識別情報から特定したユー
ザ属性に応じて制御対象選択画面中の任意の選択ボタンを非表示または選択不能に設定
可能な選択対象絞り込み手段２３と、識別情報の受付直後に制御信号の内容をユーザが
選択可能な制御内容選択画面を表示部に表示する制御内容選択画面表示手段２４と、を 設ける。【選択図】図１

ARTICLE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM, ARTICLE MANAGEMENT METHOD, AND ARTICLE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

Nº publicación    18/05/2023JP2023069892A
Solicitantes トヨタ自動車株式会社 
Resumen An article management system that manag es a delivered

article by using a compu ter is provided. The article
management system stores identification informati on
identifying an article to be deliver ed to a user thereof and use
informatio n about use of the article attached by a sender of the
article while associati ng them with each other; and reads, whe
n the user uses the article, the identi fication information
attached to the ar ticle, and extracts and outputs the use
information associated with the identi fication information.

https://worldwide.espacenet.com/patent/search/family/publication/?q=JP2023069731A
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TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM, TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT METHOD, AND PROGRAM

Nº publicación    18/05/2023JP2023069898A
Solicitantes トヨタ自動車株式会社 
Resumen To provide a transportation management system, a

transportation management met hod, and a program each
adapted to impr ove operational efficiency of an operat ion plan
including a transportation rou te of a first transportation vehicle
an d a transportation route of a second tr ansportation vehicle
capable of accommo dating the first transportation vehicle . A
transportation management system ma nages transportation of
a package by a plurality of first transportation vehic les and a
second transportation vehicle capable of accommodating the
plurality of the first transportation vehicles. The transportation
management system in cludes a generation unit configured to
generate an operation plan including a transportation route of
each of the plu rality of the first transportation vehi cles and a transportation route of the second transportation
vehicle. The gene ration unit generates the operation pla n for the case where passing of the pac kage between the
plurality of the first transportation vehicles inside the sec ond transportation vehicle is permitted .

物流コスト算出装置、物流コスト算出システムおよび物流コスト算出プログラム

Nº publicación    17/05/2023JP2023068640A
Solicitantes シーオス株式会社 
Resumen 【課題】物流コストを物流パターンに応じて適切に算出する物流コスト算出装置、シス

テム及びプログラムを提供する。【解決手段】物流コスト算出システム１において、倉
庫管理システムサーバ１０は、物品の作業、保管及び／又は配送の作業パターン、保管
パターン及び／又は配送パターンを、物品毎に対応付けた物流特性テーブルと、夫々の
最小単位でのコストである作業特性別単価、保管特性別単価及び／又は配送特性別単価
を予め設定した物流特性別単価テーブルと、を記憶している。物流コスト算出サーバは
、物流特性テーブルに基づき、対象物品の作業パターン、保管パターン及び／又は配送
パターンを特定し、物流特性別単価テーブルに基づき、対象物品の作業パターン、保管
パターン及び／又は配送パターンに対応する対象物品の作業特性別単価、保管特性別単
価及び／又は配送特性別単価を特定し、対象物品の物流コストを算出する。【選択図】 図１

METHOD FOR VISUALIZING AND MANAGING ASSET CHANGES BEFORE REFLECTING TO CLOUD, AND APPARATUS
SUPPORTING THE SAME

Nº publicación    17/05/2023JP2023068657A
Solicitantes テイトムインコーポレイテッド 
Resumen The present disclosure relates to a met hod of authorizing a

change in cloud in frastructure performed by an apparatus,
including the operations of: changing the assets requested by a
development t eam or a management team using infrastr ucture
as code (IaC); hooking and holdi ng changes of assets;
collecting cloud infrastructure information from a cloud environment through an application pro gramming interface
(API); visualizing t he cloud infrastructure information; vi sualizing the asset changes; reporting the visualized cloud
infrastructure inf ormation and the visualized asset chang es to a manager via an authorization pr ocess; returning or
approving the asset changes in the authorization process b y the manager; and storing the informat ion of the assets
requested by the deve lopment team or the management team and the information of the authorization p rocess in a
database.
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INFORMATION PROCESSING APPARATUS, INFORMATION PROCESSING METHOD, AND COMPUTER PROGRAM
PRODUCT

Nº publicación    16/05/2023JP2023067704A
Solicitantes 株式会社アイシン 
Resumen An information processing apparatus is used for delivery of

objects by a plura lity of mobile structures among logisti cs
centers, depositories, and delivery destinations. The apparatus
includes pr ocessing circuitry. The processing circ uitry
computes, using a mathematical mo del, at least the number of
the mobile structures to be used for delivery of t he objects,
mobile-structure route info rmation, a total volume of the objects
that each mobile structure delivers, an d a load handling time of
each mobile s tructure. The mathematical model is giv en inputs
of at least location informat ion of the logistics centers, the
depos itories, and the delivery destinations, delivery-object
information, delivery- time information, and maximum loading-c
apacity information of each mobile stru cture. The processing
circuitry outputs the number of the mobile structures, t he
mobile-structure route information, the total volume, and the
load handling time.

Systems and methods for automated outbound profile generation

Nº publicación    16/05/2023JP2023520086A
Solicitantes クーパンコーポレイション 
Resumen One aspect of the present disclosure is directed to a

computer-implemented sys tem for generating an automated
outboun d profile. The system may include may p erform steps
including: receiving data comprising a capacity of a fulfillment
center (FC); receiving, a plurality of product identifiers
associated with inc oming products to the FC; periodically
collecting and storing transactional lo gs for the products at the
FC using the product identifier; determining a curr ent inventory
for the products stored a t the FC using the product identifier;
generating an outbound profile for the FC using at least one of
the transactio nal logs and the current inventory usin g a
machine learning algorithm; wherein the outbound profile
comprises an expe cted percentage of outgoing products fo r a
plurality of categories of products ; and managing network
outbound using t he generated outbound profile of the FC by
comparing the outbound profile to a ctual outbound capacity of
the FC.
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METHOD OF MANAGING INFORMATION FOR THE SUPPLY CHAIN OF A PERISHABLE COMMODITY

Nº publicación    18/05/2023AU2022221394A1
Solicitantes FREDERICK WU [US] 
Resumen A method of managing information concerning the supply chain

of a perishable commodity utilizing a data repository capturing
multiple data sources. The method further includes 5 the
collating of the data into a chain of custody information
representation for use by data contributors.

METHOD FOR SWITCHING IMAGE FORMING APPARATUS, INFORMATION PROCESSING APPARATUS, AND SWITCHING
SYSTEM

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023153047A1
Solicitantes BROTHER IND LTD [JP] 
Resumen A method includes an accepting step of causing an information

processing apparatus to accept a request for switching a
contracted device from a first image forming apparatus to a
second image forming apparatus, the contracted device being
an image forming apparatus allowed to use contracted
consumables accommodating printing materials based on a
contract, an enablement-establishing step of causing the
information processing apparatus to establish a first enabled
state in which the second image forming apparatus is allowed
to use a contracted consumables, in response to acceptance of
the request, and an enablement-continuing step of causing the
information processing apparatus to establish a second
enabled state in which the first image forming apparatus is
allowed to continuously use the contracted consumables that
has been previously used in the first image forming apparatus
for a predetermined period, in response to acceptance of the
request.
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DEVICE, SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR SECURING AN ITEM

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023154301A1
Solicitantes WISESENSE LTD [IL] 
Resumen A method for a secured purchase process. The method may

include encoding a device with a unique identification code
related to a specific item, attaching the device to the item by a
locking mechanism included in the device, receiving, by a
receiver included in the device, a signal upon a completion of a
payment transaction related to the unique identification code,
enabling an unlocking movement of the locking mechanism
upon receipt of the signal, and unlocking the locking
mechanism to enable releasing the device from the item.

METHOD AND SYSTEM OF ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023153894A1
Solicitantes MASTERCARD INTERNATIONAL INC [US] 
Resumen A method for facilitating payment across different enterprise ecosystems through the use of a gateway platform

includes: receiving, by a receiver of a processing server, a payment request message from a first computing system,
wherein data included in the payment request message is formatted according to a first data format; translating, by a
processor of the processing server, the data included in the payment request message into a second data format;
transmitting, by a transmitter of the processing server, the translated payment request message to a second
computing system; receiving, by the receiver of the processing server, a payment confirmation message; and
transmitting, by a transmitter of the processing server, an update message to a third computing system different from
the first computing system.
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DISPLAYING ITEMS OF INTEREST IN AN AUGMENTED REALITY ENVIRONMENT

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023154085A1
Solicitantes UNITED PARCEL SERVICE AMERICA INC [US] 
Resumen Computer program products, methods, systems, apparatus,

and computing entities are provided for an augmented reality
display using an actual image of the item. Additionally, the
present disclosure provides for a proportionally dimensioned
representation of the item in the augmented reality display. In
some aspects, a beacon/tag/sensor-based approach may be
used. In some aspects, a marker-based approach may be
used.

MULTI-CHANNEL DEMAND PLANNING FOR INVENTORY PLANNING AND CONTROL

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023153844A1
Solicitantes TARGET BRANDS INC [US] 
Resumen Methods and systems for forecasting demand for items across multiple channels are disclosed. In some

implementations, multi-channel demand forecasting may be performed on a per-item, per-location basis, by
selectively generating item-location forecasts for each item and location within a supply chain for each channel, or
disaggregating a chain level forecast on a per-item basis to each location. Particular selection of an appropriate
model, and selective training of models, allows for efficient computation of such forecasts across a large supply chain
with thousands of locations and hundreds of thousands, or millions, of items for which forecasts are generated.
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ONLINE GENERATION METHOD FOR INSTALLMENT PRE-SALE CONTRACT

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023153879A1
Solicitantes FENG YUEFU [CN] 

SICHUAN YUDUOBAO TECH CO LTD [CN] 
Resumen An online generation method for an installment pre-sale

contract of the present invention belongs to an online
generation method for an installment pre-sale contract having
an online constraint method in a contract generation process.
The method comprises: a merchant and a client online mutually
send data and invoke an inventory module in a server, modify
the inventory module, and complete an offer; both parties
modify an order online to become an agreement; an order
having the identities of both parties and business transaction
content is generated; each order installment is an independent
and complete agreement document; a payment tool is added to
convert the contract into an executable agreement; and a
contract is generated by adding a business transaction
agreement to a modified document formatting the clauses of
the contract; and a contract execution reminder is combination
information of time and execution business content.
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MACHINE LEARNING MODEL TRAINED TO PREDICT CONVERSIONS FOR DETERMINING LOST CONVERSIONS CAUSED
BY RESTRICTIONS IN AVAILABLE FULFILLMENT WINDOWS OR FULFILLMENT COST

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023153847A1
Solicitantes MAPLEBEAR INC DBA INSTACART [US] 
Resumen An online concierge system trains a machine learning

conversion model that predicts a probability of receiving an
order from a user when the user accesses the online concierge
system. The conversion model predicts the probability of
receiving the order based on a set of input features that include
price and availability information. For each access to the online
concierge system, the online concierge system applies the
conversion model to a current price and availability and to an
optimal price availability. The online concierge system
generates a metric as the difference between the two predicted
probabilities of receiving an order.

ORCHESTRATION OF FEEDBACK SIMULATION

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023153819A1
Solicitantes AMADEUS SAS [FR] 
Resumen Methods, systems, and computer program products for

implementing a payment orchestrator simulation process. A
simulation initiation request including a user selected rules
configuration is received at a simulation server via a simulation
user interface on a user device. Rule events information
associated with the simulation initiation request is obtained from
a rule events server. A rule evaluation request is sent to a rules
engine. Rule evaluation information associated with the rule
evaluation request is obtained from the rules engine. Simulation
results based on the rule evaluation information are
determined. The simulation results are sent to the user device
via the simulation user interface.
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INFORMATION PROVIDING METHOD

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023153762A1
Solicitantes PANASONIC IP CORP AMERICA [US] 
Resumen An information providing method includes: generating, when (i)

an amount of time from the current time to a broadcast start
time is a threshold amount of time or less and (ii) a user's food
preparation information indicates that the user is about to start
preparing food, first information indicating that the broadcast
start time of a program is approaching but the user is about to
start preparing food; obtaining, from a second information
processing apparatus connected to a first information
processing apparatus, information indicating first request
content over a network; and when content of the first
information is included in the first request content, outputting, to
the second information processing apparatus, second
information including information for identifying the user or the
home, using the generated first information.

MULTI-LAYER ABRASIVE TOOLS FOR CONCRETE SURFACE PROCESSING

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023153717A1
Solicitantes HUSQVARNA AB [SE] 
Resumen An abrasive tool for a floor grinder, wherein the tool extends

along a wear direction (D) from a grinding surface (G) to a
mounting surface (M), wherein the abrasive tool comprises at
least two sections (410, 420, 430) separated by a surface (P)
transversal to the wear direction (D), where the at least two
sections comprise respective abrasive materials associated
with different grit sizes, where the section located closer to the
grinding surface (G) is associated with a larger grit size
compared to the section located closer to the mounting surface
(M).
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DEVICE FOR HOLDING AND MONITORING WEIGHT OF PRODUCT(S) IN AN INVENTORY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023153750A1
Solicitantes DIGIT7 INDIA PRIVATE LTD [US] 
Resumen The disclosure herein relate to an inventory management system and more particularly, to a device for holding and

monitoring weight of product(s) in the inventory management system of a store. The device (100) includes a main
bracket (102), a load sensor (104), a load transfer member (106) and a holding member (108). The load sensor (104)
is connected to the main bracket (102). The load transfer member (106) is connected to the load sensor (104). The
holding member (108) is connected to the load transfer member (106). The device (100) is reliable and consumes
less space.

System and Method of Augmented Visualization of Planograms

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023153753A1
Solicitantes BLUE YONDER GROUP INC [US] 
Resumen A system and method are disclosed for augmented

visualization of a planogram of one or more supply chain
entities. Embodiments include creating a planogram comprising
one or more products, the products associated with a location,
and retrieving an image of the planogram and one or more
customer segments. Embodiments further include mapping one
or more coordinates in an image of a planogram that
correspond to the one or more customer segments and
rendering an augmented visualization comprising altering the
image of a planogram at one or more coordinates to illustrate
the one or more customer segments.

FOOD TRANSPARENCY SYSTEM

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023153752A1
Solicitantes FARMTRACER LLC [US] 
Resumen A computer implemented method and system for providing food transparency comprises receiving data associated

with a food item, associating a unique identifier with the food item, providing the unique identifier associated with the
food item at a point of sale of the food item, and displaying configured data associated the food item, accessible
according to the unique identifier provided with the food item. The unique identifier can comprise a QR code or a bar
code. The methods and systems further comprise generating a web page populated with the configured data
associated the food item wherein the unique identifier comprises a link to the web page.

RELIABLE OBSERVABILITY IN CONTROL TOWERS BASED ON SIDE-CHANNEL QUERIES

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023153746A1
Solicitantes CISCO TECH INC [US] 
Resumen In one embodiment, a control tower device obtains, first state information from sensing or reporting systems or

devices at a particular location via a first communication channel. The control tower device makes, based on the first
state information, an evaluation regarding the particular location using one or more digital twins representing one or
more entities of the particular location. The control tower device obtains second state information from one or more
trusted verifiers for the particular location via a second communication channel. The control tower device verifies,
based on the second state information, the evaluation regarding the particular location.
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SYSTEM FOR CONFIGURING AN ENVIRONMENT BASED ON MODIFICATIONS TO SIMULATED VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENTS

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023153734A1
Solicitantes STARBUCKS CORP [US] 
Resumen The disclosure generally relates to a system for automating a

process of determining a particular store layout and/or store
configuration for a store. The system may obtain store data
associated with a particular store. Based on the store data, the
system can access a simulation platform for generating a virtual
replication of the store based on the obtained store data. The
virtual replication of the store and the store may produce the
same or similar production data. Based on the production data
of the store, the system can modify the store data to generate
modified store data for generating a modified virtual replication
of the store. Further, the system can compare the production
data from the virtual replication of the store with the production
data from the modified virtual replication of the store in order to
determine store data that satisfies particular constraints.

DATA MANAGEMENT IN INVENTORY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023153755A1
Solicitantes 3M INNOVATIVE PROPERTIES COMPANY [US] 
Resumen Aspects of the present disclosure relate to a method for managing inventory items in a first inventory management

system. The method can include determining, with a computing device and an optical scanning device, whether the
inventory item corresponds to a first item data set based on at least one attribute for the first item data set. The
method can include adding, in response to the inventory item corresponding to the first item data set, the first item
data set to a plurality of item data sets in a facility inventory profile for the first inventory management system. The
method can also include determining, based on a correlation between the facility inventory profile and a plurality of
facility inventory profiles, a second attribute for the inventory item different from the at least one attribute. The method
can include performing at least one action based on the determination of the second attribute.

GENERATING CLUSTERS OF GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS FOR EVALUATION OF DIFFERENT CONDITIONS BASED ON
ACTIVE SHOPPERS FULFILLING ORDERS IN DIFFERENT GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023153751A1
Solicitantes MAPLEBEAR INC DBA INSTACART [US] 
Resumen An online concierge system evaluates different parameters for order fulfillment in different geographic regions and

evaluates order fulfillment in the different geographic regions to assess the different parameters. However, shoppers
may fulfill orders in different geographic regions, causing spillover where order fulfillment by a shopper is affected by
different parameters. To reduce spillover but still obtain a large number of zones for testing, the online concierge
system generates a graph of geographic regions, with connections between geographic regions based on shoppers
who fulfill orders in different geographic regions. The online concierge system generates a cluster including
geographic regions connected to each other with a connection satisfying one or more criteria indicating at least a
threshold percentage of shoppers fulfilling orders in each of the connected geographic regions.
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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR AUTOMATED ASSOCIATION OF PRODUCT INFORMATION WITH ELECTRONIC SHELF
LABELS

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023153756A1
Solicitantes WALMART APOLLO LLC [US] 
Resumen Systems and methods that employ an autonomous robotic

vehicle (ARV) alone or in combination with a remote computing
device during the installation of electronic shelf labels (ESLs) in
a facility are discussed. The ARV may detect pre-existing
product information from paper labels located on modular units
prior to their removal and then detect the location of electronic
shelf labels (ESLs) after installation. Pre-existing product
information gleaned from the paper labels is associated with the
corresponding ESLs. The ARV may also determine compliance
or non-compliance of modular units to which an ESL is affixed
with a planogram of the facility.

BIOMETRIC AUTHENTICATION TO FACILITATE SHIPMENT PROCESSING

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023153749A1
Solicitantes UNITED PARCEL SERVICE AMERICA INC [US] 
Resumen A user request associated with a first user and a shipment of

one or more items is received. A prompt that the first user
provide one or more biometric identifiers is provided. The
prompt selectively excludes a request for billing information
from the first user. A least partially in response to the providing
of the prompt, at least a first biometric identifier of the first user
is obtained. At least partially in response to the obtaining of the
first biometric identifier of the first user, the billing information is
automatically processed. Based at least in part on the
automatically processing of the billing information, the user
request associated with the shipment of the one or more items
is completed.
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PACKAGE PACKING METHOD AND ELECTRONIC DEVICE

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023153754A1
Solicitantes INVENTEC PUDONG TECH CORP [CN] 

INVENTEC CORP [TW] 
Resumen The present disclosure provides a package packing method.

The package packing method includes the following steps. An
order including multiple items is received. The selected boxes
with the same minimum width and minimum height are selected
from multiple of boxes according to a length and a width of a
main content item. The selection boxes have different depths.
The minimum width and minimum height of the selection boxes
are set as two-dimensional size dimension of a reference
boxes. Under a condition of the two-dimensional size of the
reference box, a minimum depth of the reference box and a
packing scheme are calculated according to size of each of the
main content item and attached content items, to fit the content
items into the reference box. A target box is selected from
these selected boxes according to the minimum depth of the reference box.

METHODS AND SYSTEMS FOR TASK EXECUTION IN A WORKPLACE

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023153710A1
Solicitantes INTELLIGRATED HEADQUARTERS LLC [US] 
Resumen According to the embodiments illustrated herein, a method is

disclosed. The method comprises receiving, by a computing
device comprising a processor, an input from an operator
device, wherein the input facilitates determining a task to be
performed. Further, the method comprises activating, by the
computing device, a first light device associated with a first
location in a workplace in response to receiving the input,
wherein the first location is associated with the task to be
performed. Furthermore, the method comprises receiving, by
the computing device, a first voice input from the operator
device, indicative of an exception encountered during execution
of the task. Additionally, the method includes modifying the
task, in response to determining that the first voice input is
indicative of the exception encountered during execution of the
task.

Entity Identity Matching

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023153331A1
Solicitantes S&P GLOBAL INC [US] 
Resumen A computer-implemented method for entity resolution is provided. The method comprises receiving a number of

different entity identifiers and grouping the entity identifiers into a number of entity pairs. The entity pairs are fed into a
match generator filter that determines a similarity score for each entity pair according to a number of similarity
algorithms. Potentially matching entity pairs comprising a subset of the entity pairs that have similarity scores above a
first specified threshold are then fed into a machine learning model that determines a confidence score for each
potentially matching entity pair. The machine learning model identifies matched entities that comprise a subset of the
potentially matching entity pairs that have confidence scores above a second specified threshold.
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WORK ASSIGNMENT STATUS MONITORING SYSTEM, WORK ASSIGNMENT STATUS MONITORING METHOD, AND WORK
ASSIGNMENT STATUS MONITORING PROGRAM

Nº publicación    15/05/2023JP2023065867A
Solicitantes トヨタ自動車株式会社 
Resumen A work assignment status monitoring sys tem (1) includes an

acquisition unit (1 21) configured to acquire information a bout
one or more work areas, a monitori ng target detection unit
(122) configur ed to detect a monitoring target and de fine a first
monitoring target area whe re the monitoring target is
positioned, a first determination unit (123) confi gured to
determine whether or not the m onitoring target has performed
a work a ssignment in the one or more work areas based on a
presence or absence of inte rference with the one or more work
area s by the first monitoring target area, an information
generation unit (125) co nfigured to generate information about
the work assignment in the one or more work areas performed
by the monitoring target based on a result of the determi nation
made by the first determination unit (123), and an output unit
(126) co nfigured to output information about th e work
assignment performed by the moni toring target.

DELIVERY DISTRICT ALLOCATION DEVICE, DELIVERY DISTRICT ALLOCATION DISPLAY DEVICE, DELIVERY DISTRICT
ALLOCATION METHOD AND PROGRAM

Nº publicación    15/05/2023JP2023066145A
Solicitantes 日本電気株式会社 
Resumen A delivery district allocation device o btains an allocation setting

value for delivery districts in a delivery area, the allocation
setting value being an i ndex value of a ratio of allocation to two
delivery entities. The delivery dis trict allocation device allocates
each of district groups to one of the two de livery entities based
on the obtained a llocation setting value, the district g roups
being groups of a part of the del ivery districts.
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Recyclable product, tracking device and method of tracking a recyclable product

Nº publicación    15/05/2023JP2023519833A
Solicitantes ソニーグループ株式会社 
Resumen A method of tracking a recyclable produ ct, by: activating a

wireless communica tions device, arranged to monitor locat ion,
attached to the recyclable product ; and in response to being
activated 60 4, switching from an inactive state to an active
state 606 in which the device transmits the location to a
tracking e ntity 608. Also, a communications devic e having
receiver, transmitter and cont roller circuitry, the controller
config ured to transmit location wirelessly up on being switched
from an inactive stat e to an active state. Also, a method of
determining whether to recycle a recyc lable product, wherein a
communication device is attached to the recyclable pr oduct,
by: receiving an indication of t he location of the recyclable
product; and calculating, based on at least one of: recycling
processes available to th e recycling entity, the identity of the
product and the location of the produc t, a request parameter
used to determin e whether to recycle the product. The i
nvention provides improved transparency over the recycling
process - location of the product can be tracked to verify that it
has been recycled.
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR MANAGING DELIVERY ITEM IN ABSENCE OF RECIPIENT

Nº publicación    15/05/2023JP2023519840A
Solicitantes ウーワブラザーズカンパニーリミテッド 
Resumen Disclosed are a method and system for m anaging a delivery

item in the absence of a recipient. The method for managing a
delivery item in the absence of a re cipient according to an
embodiment of t he present invention comprises the step s in
which: a delivery item management system determines whether
or not an unl oading request has been made by a clien t
terminal with respect to a delivery r obot which has arrived at a
place of de livery; and the delivery item managemen t system
enables the delivery robot to automatically unload a delivery
item at the place of delivery, on the basis of the determination
result. The step of determining whether or not the delivery robot
unloads comprises the steps in w hich: if an unloading request
has been made, the delivery item management syst em
enables the delivery robot to automa tically unload the delivery
item at the place of delivery; or, if an unloading request has not
been made, the deliver y item management system enables the
de livery robot to stand by at the place o f delivery and, if there
is no communic ation with the client terminal for a pr
edetermined time during the standby sta te, enables the
delivery robot to autom atically unload the delivery item at th e
place of delivery.

INVENTORY CONTROL SYSTEM WITH INTEGRATED ID TAGS

Nº publicación    18/05/2023AU2023202553A1
Solicitantes WORTHWHILE PRODUCTS [US] 
Resumen The inventory control system process includes steps for printing

a circuit to a sheet stock having at least one ID tag formed
therewith such that the circuit is carried by the ID tag, assigning
a unique identification code to the circuit associated with the ID
tag, removing the ID tag carrying the circuit from the sheet
stock, associating the removed ID tag with a product, and
entering the product into an inventory control system secured in
connection with a user account accessible only by an
authorized user associated with the user account, for real-time
location tracking of the product thereof by way of the circuit.
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SYSTEM, METHOD, AND DEVICE FOR MEDICAL WASTE TRACKING

Nº publicación    18/05/2023AU2021352969A1
Solicitantes BECTON DICKINSON CO 
Resumen A medical waste tracking device may include a housing

including an opening configured to receive a medical device
and a package for the medical device and/or a sensor
configured to determine first identifying information from the
package for the medical device and second identifying
information from the medical device. One or more processors
may be programmed and/or configured to determine, based on
the first identifying information, that the medical device is in
use; and determine, based on the second identifying
information, that the medical device is not in use.

INTELLIGENT SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR EVENT TRACKING

Nº publicación    16/05/2023CN116134463A
Solicitantes 五代健康有限公司 
Resumen An intelligent system(100) and method(4 00) for event tracking

which can assist a user to predict event types and occu rrence
times of upcoming events the use r needs to handle. The
intelligent even t tracking system(100) comprises: a clo ud
server(110) and a tracking device(12 0). The cloud server(110)
is configured for determining an event type and an o ccurrence
time of a current event and p redicting an event type and an
occurren ce time of a next event based on the de termined
event type and occurrence time of the current event as well as
statis tical data related to occurrence time a nd frequency
associated with the determ ined event type and/or at least one
rel ated event type.
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CONTROL METHOD FOR CONTROLLING DELIVERY SYSTEM

Nº publicación    16/05/2023CN116118601A
Solicitantes 丰田自动车株式会社 
Resumen A delivery system including: a pluralit y of

autonomously-moving-type delivery vehicles each including a
battery and c onfigured to deliver an article to a de livery
destination by electric power th e battery is charged with; and a
transp ortation vehicle configured to carry an d transport the
plurality of the delive ry vehicles. For each of the plurality of the
delivery vehicles, based on a ro ute for delivering the article and
a re maining amount of charge of the battery , a surplus or
shortfall in the remaini ng amount of charge of the battery requ
ired for traveling along the route is c alculated, and based on
the result of t he calculation of the surplus or shortf all in the remaining amount of charge, surplus electric power is
supplied from the battery of a delivery vehicle havi ng a surplus remaining amount of charge to the battery of a
delivery vehicle h aving a shortfall in the remaining amou nt of charge.

DISPENSER AND DISPENSER MONITORING SYSTEMS AND METHODS

Nº publicación    16/05/2023CN116115098A
Solicitantes 易希提卫生与保健公司 
Resumen A dispenser for hygiene products includ es an

electromechanical switch that is configured to operate when a
hygiene pr oduct is dispensed. The action of dispe nsing the
hygiene product causes the el ectromechanical switch to
convert the m echanical energy associated with the di spensing
action into electrical energy. The dispenser is configured to use
the electrical energy to emit a signal suc h that the dispenser
emits a signal eac h time a hygiene product is dispensed. A
system for monitoring the consumption of hygiene products in a
dispenser inc ludes a dispenser as described above an d also a
receiver for wirelessly receiv ing the emitted signal, the receiver
be ing positioned remotely from the dispen ser, and a central
computer or server f or receiving data from the receiver. A
method of monitoring a dispenser for hy giene products is also
provided.
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一种基于双层优化的不确定环境下的设施选址方法

Nº publicación    16/05/2023CN116128052A
Solicitantes 安徽大学 
Resumen 本发明公开了一种基于双层优化的不确定环境下的设施选址方法，是应用于由客户需求点

集合I和候选设施集合J所构成的选址场景中，并包括：1初始化上层选址种群；2对所
有选址个体进行下层优化，找到匹配最优半径，并进行评价；3对上层种群进行交叉和变
异操作，生成临时子代；4根据子代中每个个体对应的设施数量和分散程度，选出好的子
代进行下层优化；5依据环境选择策略对父代种群和进行下层优化的子代进行比较，获得
下一代种群；6若达到终止条件，输出最终种群；否则返回步骤3执行；7对最终种群的
所有个体按评价值进行降序排序，选出最小评价值的设施选址方案。本发明能有效提高选
址的可靠性，从而能获得更高质量的选址方案。

订单结算数据分析方法、装置、设备及存储介质

Nº publicación    16/05/2023CN116128591A
Solicitantes 上海东普信息科技有限公司 
Resumen 本发明涉及仓储物流领域，公开了一种订单结算数据分析方法、装置、设备及存储介质。

该方法包括：获取原始订单结算数据集合，所述原始订单结算数据集合包括多个特征变量
、一个目标变量；根据所述原始订单结算数据集合，搭建线性回归模型，计算得到特征变
量的P值；根据所述特征变量的P值，重新组合所述原始订单结算数据集合，得到待分析
订单结算数据集合；根据所述待分析订单结算数据集合，搭建决策树模型，生成可视化决
策树模型。根据可视化决策树模型，得到所述目标变量的可视化统计分析结果。本发明还
涉及订单结算数据分析装置、设备及存储介质。采用决策树回归模型，能够从多维度分析 各个费用类目结算情况。

METHOD OF LOCATING AN OBJECT

Nº publicación    16/05/2023CN116134445A
Solicitantes 奥兰治 
Resumen The invention relates to a method for l ocating an object. The

locating method comprises the steps of: obtaining (E10, G10) at
least one item of identificati on data (M) of at least one object
(MD) , the at least one item of identificati on data coming from
the backscattering of at least one ambient signal (S_AMB); if
the at least one ambient signal is transmitted following at least
one upli nk between at least one transmitter dev ice (T) and at
least one receiver devic e (S), determining (E30, G30) a locatio
n (LOC„OBJ) of the at least one object from the at least one
item of identific ation data and at least one item of loc ation data (P) of the at least one tran smitter device; or, if the at
least one ambient signal is transmitted followin g at least one downlink between at leas t one transmitter device (S)
and at lea st one receiver device (T), determining (E3Q, G30) a location (TRACEMD) of the at least one object from
the at least one item of identification data and at least one item of location data (P) of the at least one receiver device.
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR SELF-TUNING OPTIMIZATION OF AN ITEM REPLENISHMENT POLICY

Nº publicación    16/05/2023CN116134465A
Solicitantes 甲骨文国际公司 
Resumen Systems, methods, and other embodiments associated with

self-tuning optimizati on of a replenishment policy of an item are
described, In one embodiment, a me thod includes determining
an initial re plenishment policy of the item. A perfo rmance of
the initial replenishment pol icy is determined based upon past
perfo rmance of the initial replenishment pol icy. The initial
replenishment policy i s revised to get a service level of the item
for future sales periods closer t o a target service level of the
item. I nformation is forwarded in real-time ab out the revised
replenishment policy to an order fulfillment facility and a ro botic
mechanism may be controlled to lo cate and retrieve the item at
the order fulfillment facility based upon the or der for
subsequent shipping of the item from the fulfillment facility.

一种物流业增加值增速预测方法、装置、存储介质及设备

Nº publicación    16/05/2023CN116128143A
Solicitantes 讯飞智元信息科技有限公司 
Resumen 本申请公开了一种物流业增加值增速预测方法、装置、存储介质及设备，该方法包括：首

先获取当前已有物流业增加值增速，以及获取与其相关的历史指标数据，然后将当前已有
物流业增加值增速和历史指标数据共同输入至预先构建的增加值增速预测模型，预测得到
目标时间段物流业的增加值增速结果；其中，增加值增速预测模型是利用与物流业增加值
增速相关的时间序列数据进行有监督学习训练得到的。由于本申请是先利用与物流业增加
值增速相关的时间序列数据进行有监督学习训练构建了增加值增速预测模型，使得模型的
预测结果包含了物流业多个影响因素的特征，从而在利用该模型进行目标时间段物流业的
增加值增速预测时，可以有效提高预测结果的准确率。
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TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM, TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT METHOD, AND PROGRAM

Nº publicación    16/05/2023CN116128386A
Solicitantes 丰田自动车株式会社 
Resumen To provide a transportation management system, a

transportation management met hod, and a program each
adapted to impr ove operational efficiency of an operat ion plan
including a transportation rou te of a first transportation vehicle
an d a transportation route of a second tr ansportation vehicle
capable of accommo dating the first transportation vehicle . A
transportation management system ma nages transportation of
a package by a plurality of first transportation vehic les and a
second transportation vehicle capable of accommodating the
plurality of the first transportation vehicles. The transportation
management system in cludes a generation unit configured to
generate an operation plan including a transportation route of
each of the plu rality of the first transportation vehi cles and a
transportation route of the second transportation vehicle. The
gene ration unit generates the operation pla n for the case
where passing of the pac kage between the plurality of the first
transportation vehicles inside the sec ond transportation vehicle
is permitted .

METHOD FOR CALCULATING OBJECT PICK-AND-PLACE SEQUENCE AND ELECTRONIC APPARATUS FOR AUTOMATIC
STORAGE PICK-AND-PLACE

Nº publicación    12/05/2023JP2023065310A
Solicitantes 環球晶圓股▲ふん▼有限公司 
Resumen A method for calculating an object pick -and-place sequence

and an electronic a pparatus for automatic storage pick-and
-place are provided. When a warehousing operation is to be
performed, the foll owing steps are performed. A weight of an
object to be stocked that is to be p ut on a shelf is obtained.
The weight i s substituted into a plurality of coord inate
positions corresponding to a plur ality of unused grid positions
respecti vely, so as to calculate a plurality of estimated center
of gravity positions. Whether the estimated center of gravit y
positions are located within a balanc e standard area is
determined so as to sieve out a plurality of candidate grid
positions from these unused grid posit ions. One of the
candidate grid positio ns is selected as a recommended positio
n of the object to be stocked.
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情報処理装置、作業計画立案方法、および作業計画立案プログラム

Nº publicación    11/05/2023JP2023064552A
Solicitantes 富士通株式会社 
Resumen 【課題】 効率的な集荷・返却作業を立案することができること。【解決手段】 複数

の物品と、複数の物品棚を含む複数の列と、複数の列の各々の間に設けられた複数の作
業経路とに関し、複数の物品の各々と複数の物品棚の各々との対応関係を示す識別子が
規定され、物品を載置するための載置スペースを有する移動体が、複数の作業経路のい
ずれかを往路として移動し、複数の作業経路のいずれかの作業経路を復路として移動し
、移動体に載置されている複数の第１物品を当該物品に対して規定された識別子によっ
て特定される物品棚に載置する第１作業と、識別子によって特定される複数の第２物品
を物品棚から移動体に載置する第２作業とを行なう、という条件において、一度の往路
の移動と一度の復路の移動で第１作業を行ないかつ第２作業を行なえるよう複数の第１
物品および複数の第２物品を特定する。【選択図】 図１１

DETERMINING A RECYCLING PARAMETER

Nº publicación    11/05/2023FI20217171A1
Solicitantes NORDIC MOBILE TRUST OY [FI] 
Resumen An apparatus, method and computer program product for:

receiving product information comprising information on a
plurality of components comprised by a set of products and
functions enabled by the plurality of components (405),
receiving analysis information relating to a condition of a
product representative of a product included in the set of
products (410), receiving information on a change of usability
status of the products included in the set of products over a
predetermined period of time (415), forming a first set of
variables based on the product information, a second set of
variables based on the analysis information and a third set of
variables based on the change of usability status of the
products included in the set of products (420), and determining
a recycling parameter for the product based on the first set of
variables, the second set of variables and the third set of
variables, the recycling parameter indicating time dependent
options for recycling the product (425).
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FARMED FISH TRACKING AND VERIFICATION SYSTEM

Nº publicación    12/05/2023CN116113998A
Solicitantes 万妥斯公司 
Resumen A farmed fish tracking and verification system involves

introducing biomarkers into a batch of farmed fish, and stori ng
biomarker information in a database. Other information is also
stored in th e database, such as production informat ion and
funding information. Funding in formation can include
information regar ding funders who have contributed funds for
the production of the fish. The fu nding information can also
include paym ent instructions for the funders. Once the fish is
processed, and a fish produ ct is delivered to a customer, the
fish product can be scanned to detect the b iomarker
information for approval. The database can then be queried
using the biomarker information to track and veri fy information
about the fish. In some embodiments the database stores
informa tion relating to the farmed fish in a b lockchain, such
that the data relating to the farmed fish can also be tracked and
verified. Techniques for customized production offish based on
unique need s of an individual or group of people a re also
disclosed.

一种基于云计算的任务调度方法及系统

Nº publicación    12/05/2023CN116109083A
Solicitantes 杨波 
Resumen 本发明公开了一种基于云计算的任务调度方法，应用于一种基于云计算的任务调度系统，

该方法包括：系统用户在进行登陆注册后进入系统，并根据访问者的身份对其发放不用的
使用权限，用户通过输入用户名和密码进入系统，待系统对于该使用者输入的用户以及密
码进行比对并且权限识别后，将会根据访问者的身份对其发放不同的操作权限；将物流数
据进行跟踪汇总后进行统一管理，存储至系统数据库中；根据订单具体内容对物流车辆路
径进行规划分析，为车俩调度提供输入数据；进一步根据上述路径规划的分析结果，对物
流车辆进行调度安排，并生成可视化图表供用户查询，本发明，具有提升物流配送服务的 整体满意度的特点。

METHODS FOR SHARED BICYCLE DELIVERY AND OPERATION AREA PLANNING IN SMART CITIES AND INTERNET OF
THINGS (IOT) SYSTEMS THEREOF

Nº publicación    12/05/2023CN116108970A
Solicitantes 成都秦川物联网科技股份有限公司 
Resumen The embodiments of the present disclosu re provide a method

for a shared bicycl e delivery and an operation area planni ng in
a smart city and an Internet of T hings (IoT) system thereof.
The method may be implemented based on a managemen t
platform of the Internet of Things (I oT) system. The method
includes: obtain ing reference information of people flo w in at
least one target area, determin ing a predicted people flow in
the at l east one target area at a target time, and determining a
demand quantity for s hared bicycles; obtaining historical da ta
of shared bicycles in a plurality of reference areas, and
predicting a vari ation quantity of shared bicycles in th e at least
one target area at the targe t time; and determining a delivery
quan tity of shared bicycles in the at least one target area at the
target time.
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ARTICLE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM, ARTICLE MANAGEMENT METHOD, AND ARTICLE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

Nº publicación    12/05/2023CN116109371A
Solicitantes 丰田自动车株式会社 
Resumen An article management system that manag es a delivered

article by using a compu ter is provided. The article
management system stores identification informati on
identifying an article to be deliver ed to a user thereof and use
informatio n about use of the article attached by a sender of the
article while associati ng them with each other; and reads, whe
n the user uses the article, the identi fication information
attached to the ar ticle, and extracts and outputs the use
information associated with the identi fication information.

SERVER AND METHOD FOR PROVIDING CUSTOMIZED CLOTHING BY USING VISION AI TO MEASURE BODY PART
FEATURES OF USER, AND SYSTEM AND METHOD THEREFOR

Nº publicación    11/05/2023WO2023080711A1
Solicitantes BRANDI INC [KR] 
Resumen The present invention relates to a server and a method for

providing customized clothing by using vision AI to measure
body part features of a user, and a system and a method
therefor. To this end, the server according to one embodiment
of the present invention comprises: a communication unit for
receiving, from a portable terminal of a purchaser, an image of
a body part of the purchaser and purchase information
including a keyword related to a clothing type; a memory for
storing, by age group and gender, body size data based on the
dimensions of body feature points; and a processor electrically
connected to the communication unit and the memory, wherein
the processor can measure dimensions on the basis of body
feature points, which are included in the received purchase
information, acquire body size data of the purchaser from the
memory on the basis of the measured dimensions, select a
plurality pieces of clothing corresponding to the clothing type on
the basis of the acquired body size data, and transmit clothing
information about the selected pieces of clothing to the portable
terminal through the communication unit.
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VIDEO TRAINING DATA FOR MACHINE LEARNING DETECTION/RECOGNITION OF PRODUCTS

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023143722A1
Solicitantes SALESFORCE COM INC [US] 
Resumen Described herein are systems, apparatus, methods and

computer program products configured for image
detection/recognition of products. The disclosed systems and
techniques utilize video data to provide the necessary number
of images and view angles needed to train a machine learning
product detection/recognition system to recognize a specific
product within later provided images. In various embodiments,
a user may provide video data and the video data may be
transformed in a manner that may aid in training of the machine
learning system.

SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR MANAGING DIRECT EXCHANGE

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023143689A1
Solicitantes VAN DER BAAN MELODIE [US] 

BODSTROM MORGAN HATIN [US] 
CIARELLI DAMON [US] 

Resumen According to one aspect, the system provides an automated platform for managing R2R, that preserves vendor
control over of the communication between retailers. For example, according to one embodiment of the system, only
authorized retailers of specific vendors are able to list, request, buy, sell and swap products on the system. In further
examples, the system controls execution so that exchanges can occur anonymously, while maintaining the
assurances that transactions are facilitated by authorized parties at vendor-set prices. In yet other example, the
system permits authorized retailers to list non-performing goods for authorized retailers to obtain by purchase or swap
at wholesale cost. In yet other example, the system permits authorized retailers to request goods at wholesale cost
and display the requests in a workflow that permits providers execute fulfillment.
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TEST SYSTEMS FOR EXECUTING SELF-TESTING IN DEPLOYED AUTOMOTIVE PLATFORMS

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023143807A1
Solicitantes NVIDIA CORP [US] 
Resumen In various examples, a test system is provided for executing

built-in-self-test (BIST) on integrated circuits deployed in the
field. The integrated circuits may include a first device and a
second device, the first device having direct access to external
memory, which stores test data, and the second device having
indirect access to the external memory by way of the first
device. In addition to providing a mechanism to permit the first
device and the second device to run test concurrently, the
hardware and software may reduce memory requirements and
runtime associated with running the test sequences, thereby
making real-time BIST possible in deployment. Furthermore,
some embodiments permit a single external memory image to
cater to different SKU configurations.

Technologies for Using Machine Learning to Assess Contract Pricing

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023142754A1
Solicitantes MCKINSEY & COMPANY INC [US] 
Resumen Systems and methods for using machine learning to dynamically assess contract parameters are disclosed.

According to certain aspects, an electronic device may train a machine learning model using real-world pricing and
contract data, access parameters associated with a potential contract for an entity, and analyzing, using the machine
learning model, the accessed parameters. Based on the analysis, the machine learning model may output a set of
potential terms for the potential contract. Data indicative of this output may be availed to the entity to be used in
negotiating and executing the contract, among other uses.

INFORMATION PROCESSING APPARATUS AND INFORMATION PROCESSING METHOD

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023142475A1
Solicitantes TOSHIBA TEC KK [JP] 
Resumen According to an embodiment, an information processing apparatus acquires, where a product has arrived at a store,

product identification information for identifying the arrived product. The information processing apparatus outputs,
upon acquiring the product identification information, advertisement information of a product identified by the product
identification information to an information terminal of a consumer.

CONSUMER INVENTORY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM AND METHODS THEREOF

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023142203A1
Solicitantes SCHNUCK MARKETS INC [US] 
Resumen Devices, systems, and methods for managing inventory can include an inventory management system obtaining a

gap-on-shelf status. The inventory management control system can determine an out-on-shelf profile based on the
gap-on-shelf status, and can determine a response register based on the out-on-shelf status. The response register
can include prioritized store-level actionable features for user access to conduct inventory management activities.
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INTERACTIVE VENDING MACHINE

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023145879A1
Solicitantes PEPSICO INC [US] 
Resumen A method of presenting product information in a vending

machine may include detecting audio information from a
consumer and converting the audio information to a text string.
The method may include identifying a keyword in the text string,
and determining products from a product database associated
with the keyword. The method may include returning a list of
the products that correspond to the keyword.

ADDRESS EXCHANGE SYSTEMS AND METHODS

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023145741A1
Solicitantes MAPMYID INC [US] 
Resumen A product exchange system manages an exchange of information related to a transaction executed through an

ecommerce platform provided by a third-party business between a user and the third-party business. The product
exchange system comprises a controller; a database that includes user information and login credentials associated
with the user, wherein the database is in communication with the third-party business and the user; and a memory
coupled to the controller. The controller is configured to: receive a user request to log into the product exchange
system from the user through the ecommerce platform provided by the third-party business, wherein the user request
includes the login credentials; receiving sharing preferences from the user, the sharing preferences indicating a
subset of user information that is to be shared to the third-party business; and send at least the subset of the user
information from the database to the third-party business.

METHOD FOR GENERATING AN OPERATING TIME KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATOR, AND A MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023145315A1
Solicitantes MERCEDES BENZ GROUP AG [DE] 
Resumen An operating time key performance indicator is generated so as

to display an operating time of a motor vehicle for a user of a
management system by the management system. At least one
operating parameter of the motor vehicle is transmitted to an
electronic computing device of the management system. The
electronic computing device id remote from the motor vehicle.
The operating time key performance indicator is determined by
the electronic computing device in accordance with the at least
one transmitted operating parameter. Additionally, at least one
load parameter of the motor vehicle is recorded and transmitted
to the electronic computing device and the operating time key
performance indicator is additionally generated by the electronic computing device in accordance with the at least one
load parameter.
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DATA PREDICTION AND PROACTIVE REQUEST SYSTEM USING ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023144905A1
Solicitantes 7 ELEVEN INC [US] 
Resumen A data prediction subsystem receives event data indicating an amount of an item removed from each of a plurality of

locations over a previous period of time. For each location, prediction data is determined using the event data. The
prediction data includes, for each day over a future period of time, a non-integer value indicating an anticipated
amount of the item that will be removed from the location. An improved rounding process is used to round the
prediction value for each day. The resulting prediction data is used to proactively request items with improved
communication and computational efficiency.

DIRECTIONAL IMPRESSION ANALYSIS USING DEEP LEARNING

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023145190A1
Solicitantes STANDARD COGNITION CORP [US] 
Resumen Systems and techniques are provided for detecting gaze

direction of subjects in an area of real space. The system
receives a plurality of sequences of frames of corresponding
fields of view in the real space. The system uses sequences of
frames in a plurality of sequences of frames to identify locations
of an identified subject and gaze directions of the subject in the
area of real space over time. The system includes logic having
access to a database identifying locations of items in the area
of real space. The system identifies items in the area of real
space matching the identified gaze directions of the identified
subject.
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LOADING STRUCTURE WITH TETHER GUIDE FOR UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICLE

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023144864A1
Solicitantes WING AVIATION LLC [US] 
Resumen A payload loading system is disclosed. The payload loading

system includes a UAV and a loading structure. A retractable
tether is coupled to a payload coupling apparatus at a distal
end and the UAV at a proximate end. A payload is loaded to the
UAV by coupling the payload to the payload coupling
apparatus. The loading structure of the payload loading system
includes a landing platform and a tether guide. The tether guide
is coupled to the landing platform and directs the tether as the
UAV approaches and travels across at least a portion of the
landing platform such that the payload coupling apparatus
arrives at a target location. The payload is loaded to the
payload coupling apparatus while the payload coupling
apparatus is within the target location.

LOW-POWER SIGNALING FOR MEDICAL DEVICES AND MEDICAL DEVICE PERSONNEL

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023148345A1
Solicitantes ZOLL MEDICAL CORP [US] 
Resumen Aspects of the present disclosure are directed toward

apparatuses, systems, and methods that include at least one
medical device having a device transceiver configured to
wirelessly broadcast a device signal including at least unique
identifier data and an information system is configured to
maintain an active list of medical device inventory associated
with a particular emergency response vehicle, and the
processor is configured to automatically determine presence of
the at least one medical device.
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CONTROLLER DEVICE BASED VARYING VIRTUAL FENCING

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023148175A1
Solicitantes IBM [US] 
Resumen A method for managing a virtual fence for a secondary device

with respect to a controller device includes activating the
controller device associated with a first object and a secondary
device associated with a second object. The method includes
establishing the virtual fence for the controller device and the
secondary device, where the first virtual fence surrounds the
secondary device and the controller device is positioned within
the first virtual fence. The method includes receiving, from the
controller device, a ping with location information for the
controller device and the secondary device. The method
includes, responsive to determining an adjustment to the first
virtual fence is required, adjusting the first virtual fence based
on a movement of the secondary device from a first location to
a second location.

METHOD FOR MANAGING TRAVEL, TRAVEL MANAGEMENT APPARATUS, AND NON-TRANSITORY
COMPUTER-READABLE RECORDING MEDIUM

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023147258A1
Solicitantes SUMITOMO ELECTRIC INDUSTRIES [JP] 
Resumen A method for managing travel includes: acquiring travel plan

data of the vehicle and travel record data including a travel
record of the vehicle traveling on a travel route included in the
travel plan data; and generating scheduled and actual arrival
time difference data indicating a first scheduled and actual time
difference that is a difference between a scheduled time at
which the vehicle arrives at a stopover point on the travel route
and a time at which the vehicle arrives at the stopover point or
a difference between a scheduled time at which the vehicle
arrives at a destination point on the travel route and a time at
which the vehicle arrives at the destination point, based on the
travel plan data and the travel record data.
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CONTROLFLASH PLUS HARDWARE SERIALIZATION AND REGISTRATION

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023146707A1
Solicitantes ROCKWELL AUTOMATION TECH INC [US] 
Resumen An industrial product inventory system generates a browsable

inventory of a customer's industrial products based on product
information retrieved from identity objects stored on the
products. The system can also register this product information
with a service provider that can provide product notifications
and services based on analysis of the registered product
information. These services can include verification of product
authenticity, product or firmware upgrade notifications, security
notifications, or other such services.

Systems and computer implemented methods for monitoring an activity at one or more facilities

Nº publicación    11/05/2023AU2023202427A1
Solicitantes SOUTH EAST WATER CORP [AU] 
Resumen A monitoring system for remote monitoring of an activity at one

or more facilities by a vehicle. The system comprises a
monitoring unit including program memory and a processor, the
program memory accessible by the processor to execute
instructions stored therein and a communications interface for
communicating with a remote device across a communications
network, the remote device being co-located with the vehicle.
The processor is configured to execute instructions stored in
the memory to receive at the communications interface data
from the remote device, the data comprising a vehicle identifier
and a vehicle location indicator and access a zone data record,
the zone data record comprising a plurality of zones, each zone
having a virtual geographical boundary associated with a
physical geographical area including at least one facility. The
processor is further configured to execute instructions stored in
the memory to determine whether the vehicle is located within a
zone of the zone data record for a preconfigured period of time
based on the vehicle location indicator and the zone data
record and responsive to determining that the vehicle is located
within the zone for the preconfigured period, determine
performance of the activity at the one or more facilities by the
vehicle.
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METHODS AND SYSTEMS FOR CLOUD-AND MOBILE DEVICE-BASED BIOLOGICAL INVENTORY TRACKING

Nº publicación    11/05/2023AU2023202381A1
Solicitantes GLOBAL SPECIMEN SOLUTIONS INC [US] 
Resumen The subject matter described herein includes methods,

systems, and computer program products for biological
inventory tracking using cloud services and mobile devices.
According to one method, information is input from a mobile
device about a specimen sample. The information includes an
image of the specimen sample captured using the mobile
device including an identifying indicia. The information is
uploaded and stored in an encrypted format accessible to
authorized and verified users. At least one characteristic of the
specimen sample is determined based on the information.
Tracking and status information, as well as notifications or
reminders, regarding the specimen sample are provided in
real-time or near real-time to the mobile device.

MONITORING HUMAN LOCATION, TRAJECTORY AND BEHAVIOR USING THERMAL DATA

Nº publicación    11/05/2023AU2023202347A1
Solicitantes BUTLR TECH INC [US] 
Resumen The system is configured to locate, track and/or analyze

activities of living beings in an environment. The system does
not require the input of personal biometric data. The sensor
system detects infrared (IR) energy from a living being moving
in an environment, determines a temperature of the living being
based on IR energy data of the IR energy, projects the
temperature onto a grid having sequential pixels, determines
serial changes of the temperature in the sequential pixels and
determines a trajectory of the living being based on the serial
changes of the temperature in the sequential pixels.

Intelligentes Glasgefäß

Nº publicación    25/05/2023DE102021130299A1
Solicitantes STEKLARNA HRASTNIK D O O [SI] 
Resumen Ein Glasgefäß (100) mit elektronischer Kommunikationsfunktion weist einen Glaskörper (110) mit einer Öffnung, der

zum Aufnehmen von Flüssigkeiten durch die Öffnung geeignet ist, und eine elektronische Vorrichtung (120) mit einem
Mikrocontroller, einem elektronischen Speicher und einem Kommunikationsmodul auf, das zur drahtlosen
Kommunikation mit einem externen Gerät geeignet ist. Hierbei ist die elektronische Vorrichtung (120) auf dem
Glaskörper (110) angebracht und das Kommunikationsmodul ist geeignet, dem externen Gerät auf dem
elektronischen Speicher gespeicherte Informationen zur Verfügung zu stellen.
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SECURITY INSPECTION SYSTEM, AND SECURITY INSPECTION METHOD

Nº publicación    17/05/2023DE102021129504A1
Solicitantes KLATT FOERDERTECHNIK GMBH [AT] 
Resumen The invention relates to a security inspection system

substantially consisting of • a baggage delivery area (1) having
one or more delivery stations (1a, 1b, 1c) for delivering
baggage belonging to a person into a load carrier (2), • a
baggage inspection station (3) for the image-producing
examination of the baggage, • a baggage collection area (6)
having one or more removal stations (6a, 6b, 6c), and • a
transport system (8) for transporting the load carriers (2) loaded
with baggage from the baggage delivery area via the baggage
inspection station (3) to the baggage collection area (6) and for
returning empty load carriers (2) to the baggage delivery area, wherein at least one first monitoring device (15) is
provided in each of the provided delivery stations (1a, 1b, 1c) for detecting the loading state of the load carrier (2)
and/or at least one second monitoring device (25) is provided in each of the provided removal stations (6a, 6b, 6c) for
detecting the loading state of the load carrier.

SECURITY INSPECTION SYSTEM AND SECURITY INSPECTION METHOD

Nº publicación    17/05/2023DE102021129502A1
Solicitantes KLATT FOERDERTECHNIK GMBH [AT] 
Resumen The invention relates to a follow-up inspection region of a

security inspection system, comprising at least one follow-up
inspection station accessible from two sides for the manual
follow-up inspection of luggage objected to in a luggage
inspection station, said manual follow-up inspection being
conducted by an employee of the security inspection system in
the presence of the person to whom the luggage belongs,
wherein the follow-up inspection region comprises at least one
removal station associated with the follow-up inspection station,
for the emptying of the load carrier by the person to whom the
luggage belongs, and wherein the follow-up inspection region
comprises a transfer system for the automated transfer of the
load carrier laden with luggage to the follow-up inspection
station and from the follow-up inspection station to the associated removal station, the transfer system being
designed to transfer a load carrier to the follow-up inspection station irrespective of whether the associated removal
station is occupied by a load carrier.

REPUTATION MANAGEMENT AND INTENT-BASED SECURITY MECHANISMS

Nº publicación    17/05/2023DE102022212157A1
Solicitantes INTEL CORP [US] 
Resumen Various systems and methods for implementing reputation

management and intent-based security mechanisms are
described herein. A system for implementing intent-driven
security mechanisms, configured to: determine, based on a risk
tolerance intent related to execution of an application on a
compute node, whether execution of a software-implemented
operator requires a trust evaluation; and in response to
determining that the software-implemented operator requires
the trust evaluation: obtain a reputation score of the
software-implemented operator; determine a minimum
reputation score from the risk tolerance intent; compare the
reputation score of the software-implemented operator to the minimum reputation score; and reject or permit
execution of the software-implemented operator based on the comparison
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REPUTATION MANAGEMENT AND INTENT-BASED SECURITY MECHANISMS

Nº publicación    17/05/2023DE102022212115A1
Solicitantes INTEL CORP [US] 
Resumen Various systems and methods for implementing reputation

management and intent-based security mechanisms are
described herein. A system for implementing intent-driven
security mechanisms, configured to: determine, based on a risk
tolerance intent related to execution of an application on a
compute node, whether execution of a software-implemented
operator requires a trust evaluation; and in response to
determining that the software-implemented operator requires
the trust evaluation: obtain a reputation score of the
software-implemented operator; determine a minimum
reputation score from the risk tolerance intent; compare the
reputation score of the software-implemented operator to the minimum reputation score; and reject or permit
execution of the software-implemented operator based on the comparison

SYSTEM FOR THE INVENTORY MONITORING OF GOODS

Nº publicación    15/05/2023AT525586A1
Solicitantes BLUM GMBH JULIUS [AT] 
Resumen The invention relates to a system (1) for the inventory

monitoring of goods (2), comprising: - at least one furniture part
(3) which, more particularly, is movable; - at least one good (2),
more particularly food, the at least one good (2) being separate,
preferably spatially separate, from the at least one furniture part
(3); - at least one mobile terminal (4); and - a plurality of smart
tags (6) for identifying the at least one good (2); wherein, of the
plurality of smart tags (6), at least one smart tag (6) is and/or
can be arranged, preferably directly, on the at least one
furniture part (3) and/or is and/or can be removed from the at
least one furniture part (3) and the at least one furniture part (3)
comprises at least one data transfer module (7), the at least
one data transfer module (7) being designed to transfer to the
at least one mobile terminal (4) at least one digital data set (8)
concerning at least one smart tag (6) which is and/or can be
arranged on the at least one furniture part (3) and/or is and/or
can be removed from the at least one furniture part (3).
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AUTOMATED ASSIGNMENT OF UAVS TO STAGING PADS

Nº publicación    11/05/2023US2023141818A1
Solicitantes WING AVIATION LLC [US] 
Resumen A method for automated assignment of a staging pad to an

unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) includes: launching the UAV
from a launch location; tracking a drift of the UAV from the
launch location; determining a subsequent position of the UAV
after the launching based upon geofiducial navigation;
calculating an estimated position of the launch location by
offsetting the subsequent position by the drift; attempting to
match the estimated position to an available staging pad of a
plurality of staging pads; and assigning the UAV to the available
staging pad when the estimated position successfully matches
to the available staging pad.
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RFID READER CONTROL INTEGRATED WITH SMART GARMENT

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023153555A1
Solicitantes DJB GROUP LLC [US] 

WISTRON NEWEB CORP [TW] 
Resumen A portable RFID tag reading system to be carried by an

operator and including a reader with associated processing, the
processing being programmed to record as a set the identity of
all of the RFID tags in the range of the reader when the reader
finds a specific RFID tag and to detect movement of the
operator after the specific RFID tag is found by recognizing a
change in RFID tags seen by the reader from the recorded set.
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR MOVING STATUS DETECTION FOR A SENSOR APPARATUS

Nº publicación    17/05/2023EP4181526A1
Solicitantes BLACKBERRY LTD [CA] 
Resumen A method at a sensor apparatus, the method comprises:

calculating a value for a target function at the sensor apparatus,
the target function being a weighted summation of a moving
variance of three accelerometers at the sensor apparatus, the
moving variance from each accelerometer being provided with
an independent weighting value; determining that the value of
the target function is greater than a first threshold at a first
moment; finding that the value of the target function is greater
than a second threshold for a first defined time period after the
first moment, the second threshold being less than the first
threshold. Based on the determining and finding, the method
comprises declaring an inflight state for the sensor apparatus;
and turning off transmission from a radio of the sensor
apparatus based on the inflight state.

SYSTEM FOR CONFIGURING AN ENVIRONMENT BASED ON MODIFICATIONS TO SIMULATED VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENTS

Nº publicación    19/05/2023WO2023086410A1
Solicitantes STARBUCKS CORP [US] 
Resumen The disclosure generally relates to a system for automating a

process of determining a particular store layout and/or store
configuration for a store. The system may obtain store data
associated with a particular store. Based on the store data, the
system can access a simulation platform for generating a virtual
replication of the store based on the obtained store data. The
virtual replication of the store and the store may produce the
same or similar production data. Based on the production data
of the store, the system can modify the store data to generate
modified store data for generating a modified virtual replication
of the store. Further, the system can compare the production
data from the virtual replication of the store with the production
data from the modified virtual replication of the store in order to
determine store data that satisfies particular constraints.
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RFID READER CONTROL INTEGRATED WITH SMART GARMENT

Nº publicación    24/05/2023EP4184380A1
Solicitantes DJB GROUP LLC [US] 

WISTRON NEWEB CORP [TW] 
Resumen A portable RFID tag reading system to be carried by an

operator and including a reader with associated processing, the
processing being programmed to record as a set the identity of
all of the RFID tags in the range of the reader when the reader
finds a specific RFID tag and to detect movement of the
operator after the specific RFID tag is found by recognizing a
change in RFID tags seen by the reader from the recorded set.

SECURITY INSPECTION SYSTEM AND SECURITY INSPECTION METHOD

Nº publicación    19/05/2023WO2023084017A1
Solicitantes HOERMANN KLATT CONVEYORS GMBH [AT] 
Resumen The invention relates to a follow-up inspection region of a

security inspection system, comprising at least one follow-up
inspection station accessible from two sides for the manual
follow-up inspection of luggage objected to in a luggage
inspection station, said manual follow-up inspection being
conducted by an employee of the security inspection system in
the presence of the person to whom the luggage belongs,
wherein the follow-up inspection region comprises at least one
removal station associated with the follow-up inspection station,
for the emptying of the load carrier by the person to whom the
luggage belongs, and wherein the follow-up inspection region comprises a transfer system for the automated transfer
of the load carrier laden with luggage to the follow-up inspection station and from the follow-up inspection station to
the associated removal station, the transfer system being designed to transfer a load carrier to the follow-up
inspection station irrespective of whether the associated removal station is occupied by a load carrier.
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ORCHESTRATION OF FEEDBACK SIMULATION

Nº publicación    17/05/2023EP4181036A1
Solicitantes AMADEUS SAS [FR] 
Resumen Methods, systems, and computer program products for

implementing a payment orchestrator simulation process. A
simulation initiation request including a user selected rules
configuration is received at a simulation server via a simulation
user interface on a user device. Rule events information
associated with the simulation initiation request is obtained from
a rule events server. A rule evaluation request is sent to a rules
engine. Rule evaluation information associated with the rule
evaluation request is obtained from the rules engine. Simulation
results based on the rule evaluation information are
determined. The simulation results are sent to the user device
via the simulation user interface.

APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR USING A PRODUCT HAVING AN IN-USE EXPIRY DATE

Nº publicación    11/05/2023WO2023079174A1
Solicitantes CHIESI FARM SPA [IT] 
Resumen An apparatus for using a product having an in-use expiry date comprises a portable electronic device and a label or

tag of the product comprising a machine readable code. An application loaded in the portable electronic device or in a
remote location is configured for: receiving and optionally storing data of the product and a date of reading Tread
when reading devices read the machine readable code at said date of reading Tread and, if the machine readable
code has been read for the first time after manufacturing the product, then: calculating and storing an in-use expiry
date Texpin _use from the date of reading Tread and a in-use life period ΔTin_use and/or starting an in-use expiry
counter; enabling an alert as a function of the in-use expiry date Texpin_use and/or of the in-use life period ΔTin_use,
so that the portable electronic device issues the alert when the in-use expiry date Texpin _use is reached and/or is
approaching or when the in-use life period ΔTin_use is elapsed or is about to elapse.

CONTROLLER DEVICE BASED VARYING VIRTUAL FENCING

Nº publicación    11/05/2023WO2023079503A1
Solicitantes IBM [US] 

IBM DEUTSCHLAND [DE] 
Resumen A method for managing a virtual fence for a secondary device

with respect to a controller device includes activating the
controller device associated with a first object and a secondary
device associated with a second object. The method includes
establishing the virtual fence for the controller device and the
secondary device, where the first virtual fence surrounds the
secondary device and the controller device is positioned within
the first virtual fence. The method includes receiving, from the
controller device, a ping with location information for the
controller device and the secondary device. The method
includes, responsive to determining an adjustment to the first
virtual fence is required, adjusting the first virtual fence based
on a movement of the secondary device from a first location to
a second location.
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR DETECTING INVENTORY ANOMALIES USING CAMERAS

Nº publicación    18/05/2023US2023156158A1
Solicitantes 6 RIVER SYSTEMS LLC [US] 
Resumen Disclosed are systems and methods for monitoring inventory within a warehouse using mediate data streams. A

server monitors and manages camera data streams for particular footage or segments of interest associated with
exceptions of product inventory, such as misplaced or missing products. The server receives media data from
cameras of a warehouse. The server may receive or detect an exception, which indicates the nature of the exception,
the product, and other information. In response, the server performs certain actions, including selecting or identifying
target cameras that produced footage of the product. The server extracts segments of the media from the selected
cameras according to timestamps associated with the exception. The server then sends the segments to a client
device for review, and stores the segments into a database.

AUTOMATIC INVENTORY CREATION VIA IMAGE RECOGNITION AND OVERLAY

Nº publicación    24/05/2023EP4184447A1
Solicitantes NOKIA SOLUTIONS & NETWORKS OY [FI] 
Resumen A method for automatically creating an equipment inventory

from a plurality of images of a site. The method includes
receiving, by a processor, the plurality of images of the site,
labeling, by the processor, equipment present in each image of
the plurality of images of the site, creating, by the processor, an
overlap curve for neighboring images of the plurality of images
of the site, determining, by the processor, a useful image of
each side of the site based on the overlap curve, the useful
image including a subset of the plurality of images, creating, by
the processor, an overlay of equipment in the useful image of each side of the site, counting, by the processor,
equipment present in the overlay of each side of the site, and generating, by the processor, the equipment inventory
by adding a number of equipment counted in the overlay of each side of the site.

METHOD FOR ORDER PROCESSING AND SYSTEM THEREOF

Nº publicación    24/05/2023EP4184415A1
Solicitantes DOLA TECH LIMITED [HK] 
Resumen An order processing system includes: sales terminal, server, database, printer, customer terminal and third-party

payment platform. Through the mutual cooperation between various devices of the system, it can support
Payment-first process and Payment-later process. In addition, it also provides a variety of payment modes for
customers to choose, so as to improve the user experience.

AUTOMATED ASSIGNMENT OF UAVS TO STAGING PADS

Nº publicación    11/05/2023WO2023080950A1
Solicitantes WING AVIATION LLC [US] 
Resumen A method for automated assignment of a staging pad to an

unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) includes: launching the UAV
from a launch location; tracking a drift of the UAV from the
launch location; determining a subsequent position of the UAV
after the launching based upon geofiducial navigation;
calculating an estimated position of the launch location by
offsetting the subsequent position by the drift; attempting to
match the estimated position to an available staging pad of a
plurality of staging pads; and assigning the UAV to the available
staging pad when the estimated position successfully matches
to the available staging pad.
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INDIRECT ELECTRONIC BADGE TRACKING

Nº publicación    24/05/2023EP4184461A1
Solicitantes CROWN EQUIP CORP [US] 
Resumen Electronic badges are indirectly tracked by detecting, by a

badge communicator on a select industrial vehicle of a fleet of
industrial vehicles, the presence of an electronic badge and
performing a badge logging transaction in response to detecting
the electronic badge. The badge logging transaction includes
receiving, by the badge communicator, a badge identifier
transmitted by the detected electronic badge. The badge
logging transaction also includes determining, by the badge
communicator, an offset measurement of the electronic badge
relative to the select industrial vehicle, electronically
determining a vehicle location of the select industrial vehicle,
and identifying a badge location based upon the determined
vehicle location and the measured offset. The badge logging
transaction can also include generating a time stamp, and
wirelessly communicating a badge locator message to a remote
server, the badge locator message including the badge
identifier, the badge location, and the timestamp.

ELECTRONIC METHODS AND SYSTEMS FOR PROCESSING INFORMATION RELATED TO INTAKE OF SUPPLEMENTS BY
A USER

Nº publicación    24/05/2023EP4182933A1
Solicitantes NONSTOP EVOLVING CORP [US] 
Resumen Embodiments provide systems and methods for processing

information related to nutrient intake of a user associated with a
user device. The method performed by a server system
includes receiving a request to register the user with the server
system through a health application installed on the user
device. The method includes extracting user information from
one or more sources and creating a user profile based on the
user information. The method includes determining at least one
nutrient for recommending to the user. The at least one nutrient
is determined based on the user information. Further, the
method includes comparing two or more products including the
at least one nutrient. The method further includes facilitating a
display of the comparison of at least a quantity of each
ingredient in the two or more products on the health application
installed on the user device.
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Return of Items from Security Checkpoints

Nº publicación    24/05/2023EP4182866A1
Solicitantes FLIPPIT CORP [US] 
Resumen When a security screen at a security checkpoint identifies a

forbidden item carried by a passenger, the passenger may be
directed to a checkin station for a retrieval service. At the
checkin station, passenger puts item into an envelope, and
takes a physical receipt without delaying to enter delivery data.
The physical receipt may be preprinted with an accessor code
to a database that will give the passenger a tracking code and
access to a database record to enter delivery and payment
information. The accessor code may be a QR code, bar or
machine vision code, an RFID tag that can be scanned by a
sensor in a phone, a URL with a unique code to be typed, etc.
Retrieval service may permit passenger to enter delivery data
once the time constraint is relieved. Retrieval service may use a
commercial delivery service such as UPS, FedEx, DHL, or a
government Postal Service.

FARMED FISH TRACKING AND VERIFICATION SYSTEM

Nº publicación    17/05/2023EP4179512A1
Solicitantes VENTUROS INC [US] 
Resumen A farmed fish tracking and verification system involves

introducing biomarkers into a batch of farmed fish, and storing
biomarker information in a database. Other information is also
stored in the database, such as production information and
funding information. Funding information can include
information regarding funders who have contributed funds for
the production of the fish. The funding information can also
include payment instructions for the funders. Once the fish is
processed, and a fish product is delivered to a customer, the
fish product can be scanned to detect the biomarker information
for approval. The database can then be queried using the
biomarker information to track and verify information about the
fish. In some embodiments the database stores information
relating to the farmed fish in a blockchain, such that the data
relating to the farmed fish can also be tracked and verified.
Techniques for customized production offish based on unique
needs of an individual or group of people are also disclosed.
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Procédé de suivi de la configuration d’un moteur d’aéronef

Nº publicación    12/05/2023FR3128943A1
Solicitantes SAFRAN AIRCRAFT ENGINES [FR] 
Resumen Procédé de suivi de la configuration d’un moteur d’aéronef Un aspect de l’invention concerne un procédé de suivi de

la configuration d’un moteur (300) d’aéronef comprenant une pluralité d’équipements (301) présentant chacun un
dispositif de radio-identification (3010), associé à une configuration de référence comprenant un ensemble de
données d’identification de référence par équipement (301), comportant les étapes suivantes : Lecture de chaque
dispositif de radio-identification (3010) pour obtenir une configuration comprenant au moins un ensemble de données
d’identification lu par équipement (301) ;Pour chaque équipement (301) pour lequel l’ensemble de données
d’identification lu est différent de l’ensemble de données d’identification de référence, relevé par un opérateur d’un
ensemble de données d’identification lisible sur l’équipement (301) :Si l’ensemble de données d’identification lu est
identique à l’ensemble de données d’identification relevé, remplacement de l’ensemble de données d’identification de
référence par l’ensemble de données d’identification lu ;Sinon, génération d’une alerte. Figure à publier avec l’abrégé
: Figure 3

SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR UPDATING ELECTRONIC LABELS BASED ON PRODUCT POSITION

Nº publicación    17/05/2023EP4179519A1
Solicitantes OMNI CONSUMER PRODUCTS LLC [US] 
Resumen A price monitoring system includes a memory and a processor

configured to: determine, by the price monitoring system, an
identity of a determined product positioned a particular location
based on image information regarding the determined product,
compare, by the price monitoring system, the identity of the
determined product positioned at the particular location to an
identity of an assigned product assigned to that particular
location, determine, based on the comparison, that the identity
of the determined product positioned at the particular location
does not match the identity of the assigned product assigned to
that particular location, retrieve product information for the
determined product positioned at the particular location from a
product database, transmit instructions configured to command an electronic product label at the particular location to
display the product information for the determined product positioned at the particular location.

METHODS AND COMPOSITIONS FOR ASSESSEMENT OF CONCRETE CARBONATION

Nº publicación    17/05/2023EP4178776A1
Solicitantes CARBONCURE TECH INC [CA] 
Resumen Provided herein are methods and compositions for determining and reporting carbon dioxide sequestered and/or

carbon dioxide avoided in operations involving concrete, including concrete raw material transport, concrete
production, and concrete use.
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METHOD FOR MONITORING THE CONFIGURATION OF AN AIRCRAFT ENGINE, AND ASSOCIATED SYSTEM

Nº publicación    12/05/2023FR3129016A1
Solicitantes SAFRAN AIRCRAFT ENGINES [FR] 
Resumen The invention relates, according to one aspect, to a method for

monitoring the configuration of an aircraft engine (300)
comprising a plurality of pieces of equipment (301) each having
a radio-identification device (3010) associated with a reference
configuration comprising one set of reference identification data
per piece of equipment (301), the method including the
following steps: automatically reading each radio identification
device (3010) in order to obtain a configuration comprising at
least one set of identification data read per piece of equipment
(301); for each piece of equipment (301) for which the set of
identification data read is different from the reference set of identification data: if the set of identification data read
corresponds to a replacement set of identification data set associated with an operation for replacing the piece of
equipment (301), replacing the reference set of identification data with the set of identification data read; otherwise,
generating an alert.

SYSTEMS FOR LOADING AND UNLOADING MOVABLE STOCK-PICKING HOLDERS ON A MOBILE AUTONOMOUS ROBOT
FOR ORDER PICKING

Nº publicación    17/05/2023EP4179485A1
Solicitantes IFOLLOW [FR] 
Resumen The present technique provides a loading system (10) for

loading at least two movable stock-picking holders (30, 31),
referred to as picking holders, onto a mobile autonomous robot
(2) for the order-picking of products stored in a warehouse,
comprising: • a positioning device (11) for positioning said at
least two picking holders (30, 31) at a predetermined distance
above the ground; • a depositing device (12) for depositing said
at least two picking holders (30, 31) onto said mobile
autonomous robot (2).
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR MANAGING A PLURALITY OF MOBILE ROBOTS FOR THE ORDER-PICKING OF PRODUCTS
STORED IN A WAREHOUSE

Nº publicación    17/05/2023EP4179481A1
Solicitantes IFOLLOW [FR] 
Resumen The present technique proposes a method for managing a

plurality of autonomous mobile robots, referred to as picking
robots, for the order-picking of products stored in a warehouse
comprising a plurality of product storage spaces, a plurality
areas for stock-picking by a plurality of operators, and a
plurality of areas for the collection of products picked by the
picking robots; a management system and an order-picking
method.
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